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Here, as m Volume I, the Mother emerges as a spmtual figure of
extraordmary sympathy, charm and creatrve mnsght

Once agamn we come mnto contact with her vaned activity, mward and
outward, together with her drvne realty in each passmg moment as well as
through the aeons of earthly evolution. Once agam the great presence of Sn
Aurobmdo mtens1fies her own ambience and envelops us both on its own and
more mntmmately through her warm closeness to our affaus, which mcludes
even the animal and plant world around us.
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WORDS OF THE MOTHER

THE TWO RECALCITRANTS

THERE are two pomnts which resist strongly-all that has to do with politics and
all that has to do with money. These are the two points on which it is most
difficult to change the human attitude

... But 1t 1s quute obvious that 1f politics 1s taken in its true spuit, that is, as
the orgamsation of human masses and all the details of government and
regulation of the collective life, and relations with other collectivities-that is
with other nations, other countries-it must necessarily enter mto the supra
mental transformation, for so long as national life and the relations between
nations remam what they are, it 1s qmte 1mposs1ble to live a supramental life on
earth. So it wll just have to change; we wall have to deal with that too.

As for fmancial matters, that is fmndmng a means of exchange and production
which is simple"simple°', well, which should be simple, simpler than the
pnmitive system of exchange in which people had to give one thing to get
another-somethmg which could in prmciple be world-wide, umversal; this is
also altogether indispensable for the simplification of life. Now, with human
nature, Just the very opposite 1s happenmng! The situation 1s such that it has
become almost-mtolerable. It has become almost impossible to have the least
relation with other countnes, and that much-vaunted means of exchange which
should have been a simplification has become such a complication that we shall
soon reach a deadlock-we are very, very close to being unable to do anythmg,
to being tied up mn everything. If one wants the smallest thmg from another
country, one has to follow such complicated and laborious procedures that in the
end one will stay m one's own little corner and be satisfied with the potatoes one
can grow mn one's garden, without hopmg to know anythmg at all about what is
gomg on and happening elsewhere ...

It is relatively-very relatively--eas1er to change economic and social
conditions than political and financial ones. There are certain general, global
1deas from the economuc and soc1al pomnt of view which are accessible to human
thought. certain liberations, a certain widening, a certam collective orgamsation,
which do not seem absolutely senseless and unrealisable; but as soon as you
touch on the other two questions, which are however of capital importance,
especially the poltucal quest1on, it 1s quute otherwse....For, one might imagine a
life which would get nd of all financial comphcations-although, without playing
on words, 1t would be a ventable 1mpovenshment. In what financial possibihties
and processes brmg, there 1s a very considerable wealth of possibilities, for if
they were used in the nght way and in the true spint, that would simplify all
human relations and undertakmgs to a very great extent and make possible a
complexity of lfe which would be very duff1cult under other conditions. But I
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don't know why--except that the worst usually precedes the best-mstead of
takmg the way of simplification, men have followed the way of comphcat1on to
such a point that, m spite of the aeroplanes which carry you from one end of the
world to the other in two days, mn spite of all the modern mnventons whch try to
make life so "small", so "close" that we could go round the world not m eighty
days now but in a very few days, m spite of all that, the complications of
exchange, for instance, are so great that many people can't get away from
home-I mean from the country they live in-because they have no means of
going to another one and 1f they ask for the money they need to lve mn another
country they are told, "Is it very important for you to go? You could perhaps
wait a little, because it is very difficult for us at the moment.. ."..That means
we are becommg more and more the prisoners of the place where we are born,
while all the scientific trends are towards such a great proxmmuty between
countries that we could very easily belong to the umverse or, at any rate, to the
whole world....

One is so jammed between prohub1tons, 1mpossibilrtes, interdictions, rules,
the complications of every second, that one feels stifled and really gets the
admirable idea that if everythmg were demolished perhaps it would be better
afterwards!... The two opposites are facing each other wth such mtensrty that
one can expect somethmg hke an explosion...

(Collected Works of the Mother, Centenary Edition, Volume 9, pp. 166-69.)

Guidance from Sri Aurobindo
(Letters to a Young Disciple)

Part I Rs. 16/-, Part II Rs. 15/-, Part III - Rs. 50/

By Nagin Doshi
Available at SABD A, PONDICHERRY - 605 002



LIFE-POETRY-YOGA
SOME PERSONAL LETTERS

IT gratifies me indeed that you have given so fine a response to my poetry at even
the first reading.

Poetry of the sort I wnte-seekmg to be m tune with the Aurobindonian
Muse-is not always easy to enjoy immediately: one has to live with it for a
while, listen to it intently with the inner ear, brood on it with a hushed mind,
before it yields fully both its meamng and its vision. One must do these things in
reading it because I have done them in writmg it. Not that it has not flowed
through, spontaneously and rapidlysome of it has come with a rapturous rush
while some came slowly, bit by ecstatic bit, but even when there was a rush I
have had to do what I may call aesthetic Yoga in order to get it, for there are
various types of spontaneity or, rather, various levels of spontaneity and the
levels that give birth to mystical poetry are not easy of access-especially
mystical poetry that is not content to mentahse the inner or higher light. To
mentalise is not to lessen the poetic quality-it is not the same as intellec
tualismng; it is only to grve the substance a particular atmosphere. There can be a
great glory of wings in the mental air; however, though the pure poetic quality
may be extreme, the spiritual quahty is not equal to what is caught direct from
the atmosphere where the spiritual reahty has its natural home. To draw straight
from this ether one has to practise a discipline of "aesthetic trance".

The "aesthetic trance" does not make one a Yogi mn the full sense of the
word: what it does is to turn the face of the art1st mn a man towards the Yog1c
realms by a sort of intense and sustamed sympathetic imagination. It does not
enable so much the poet to acquire a spintual halo as the poem to get drenched
concretely in

The light that never was on sea or land.

*

(27 3.1945)

From what you write I feel that you have a receptivity not only to the poetic
afflatus but also to the mystical breath Your enjoyment of my poems 1s so
intense because you respond to the state of soul that is m each of them and not
just to their aesthetic posture.

It would indeed be a pity to take mystical poems in no other way than
aesthetically, though it would be also a pty to take them mystucally without
getting the aesthetic dehght of them. Most readers fail to combine the two ways.
In thus failing, they fail as well to get the most out of either, smce m art-as we
have often been told-the matter and the manner are indissolubly one and to
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miss the aesthetic rasa-the "beauty-taste"-is also to miss certam subtle shades
of mysticism which cannot be expressed except through certam nuances of
aesthesis. It is possible perhaps to give mystical "ideas" m plain language, but
the shades I speak of are not merely "ideas": they are states of soul-intuitions,
experiences, reahsations-and they cannot be expressed without aesthetic
modes: that is, modes creating vision, emotion and rhythm. So, if the vs1on, the
emotion, the rhythm do not go home to one, the matter too, as livmg stuff,
remains outside one's consciousness. Similarly, to be dense to mystical nuances
is to be at the same time dense to many aesthetic shades of soul-poetry. Consider
these two lmes of mme, which are some of my best according to Sn Aurobindo:

Flickering no longer wth the cry of clay,
The distance-haunted fire of mystic mind...

The whole mystic-cum-aesthetic effect here depends on a few special pomts.
Perhaps the most telling is the present participle "Flickering" rather than any
possible equivalent hke "Qm-vering" or "Wavermg" bemg used and made to
stand at the very start of the first lme. A most vivid note is struck, almost making
us hear the disturbing effect which "the cry of clay" might have had. The
ant1cipat10n and preparation of the hard double c are perfectly achieved and the
crackling sound whch a fire would make 1s introduced at an 1mpressrve length
before it is immediately counteracted by "no longer". This living suggestion
would be absent if the line commenced with these two words:

No longer flickering with the cry of clay.

Even more would the suggestive life go out on our transferrmg the present
participle to the hne's end, and beginnmg the phrase with the last three words:

With the cry of clay no longer flickenng.

Thus not only the origmal words but their ongmal order too cannot bear to be
touched. Without them we would fall to see, feel and hear the mystic pheno
menon to the full extent in terms of poetic beauty. Conversely, nothing short of
the deep sense of that phenomenon would call forth the precise form of
expressive aesthesis. Here the second hne is of pnme importance. For it is the
"distance-haunted" character of the mystic mind-the inner consciousness's
straining ever beyond the apparent and the immediate-that tends to free it from
disturbance by the bodily hfe's claims and clamours.

In the creatve field of art with which I am dealing, there 1s one important
thing to remember: every level of consciousness has 1ts own pitch to confer on
the aesthetic faculty. And if the soul is not awake, the reader will not be able to
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have aesthetic appreciation at the soul's pitch. The art will be perceived with just
a mental-vital sens1tivaty instead of a spiritual or "soulful'' one. I am sure a man
who has hved with poetry of all kmds and is alert to various types of vision,
emotion and rhythm will get a pretty keen perception of beauty from the two
Imes I have quoted without his havmg an awakened mystical sensitivity. All the
same I am sure too that, smce the lines are spintual or "soulful" to an extreme
degree, the sense of beauty will be much keener if the soul acts directly rather
than from behind the veil and confers on the aesthetic elements the pitch
necessary to make them yield their full value to our consciousness. Their full
value cons1sts in their being an intense poetic embodiment of the mystical
mtuition, expenence or realisation present in the lines. Only when the aesthetic
faculty works at the soul-pitch wll the elements I have exhibited in some detail
burn within our perception as such an embodiment. Till then they will attam for
us diverse degrees of heat, so to speak-heat enough to make us recognise hugh
poetic quality-but the sheer incandescence will not take place. And without
that mcandescence we shall never know how high exactly this quahty is.

I wonder if I have made myself understood, and I wonder 1f I have seemed
to digress unnecessarily if not bonngly from the Job of answermg the questions
you had asked me.

You want to know if bemg an "uncloggedmedium" of insp1rat10n does away
with the necessity of the mtellect's supplymg any materials and tools for
mspiration to work upon and work with. Well, often one thinks of writing a
poem on this or that subject that has held one's attention or stirred one's feeling
and then proceeds to explore mtellectually the depths of its implications as well
as its assoc1at1ons round about until the actual rush of inspuraton comes and
picks up the prepared material and fills it out with shmmg surprises and sweeps
into tnumphant harmony all that one has laboured at. At other times, inspiration
comes on a sudden, without one's consc10u'sly thinkmg of writing a poem and
then vanous bits, lymng mn one's mind, of thought and imagery and reminiscence
and velleity are attracted to the creative process and used through a sort of swift
thinkmg that beats and burns instead of movmg barely, slowly and labonously.
In both the cases there is a supplymg of matenals by the mtellect-but 1t 1s not
the same as the work one puts in when one is not a clear medium: there 1s no
pained pausmg m the midst of the creative process, there 1s no anxious fumblmg
for the nght suggestion and the right word while the poem 1s bemg composed.
Nor is always a supplying of matenals, such as I have described, indispensable to
the clear or unclogged medmm: occasionally, everythmg seems to drop from the
blue or emerge from the subhmmal either m a form which the habitual mtellect
can grasp or m a form that is occult, cryptic, "surreahstic".

As for the tools, no exact technical knowledge 1s required if one 1s swiftly
"spontaneous". What one requires is a general sense of poetic form. I almost
believe that this sense 1s somethmg innate in us and that, even if we knew
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absolutely nothmg about the form of poetry, inspiration could rush through m
metrical rhythm. Metrical rhythm, mn 1ts ongin, is the natural body of expression
when that expression is at a certam intensity, an mtenstty of the heart of thmgs,
the central fount of thmgs. That is why the mantras of the Rigveda were
supposed to be not the Divme Spint clothed mn a form invented by human
prosodists but that Spint clothed m a form native to it and mtnnsically connected
with its act of mamfestation. No doubt, prosody is there in all verse and we do
count syllables and dispose stresses or measure quantities and we can metncise a
piece of mspiration that has come without the correct metre. The essential fact
still 1s that metrical rhythm Is part and parcel of the direct word from our
intuitive depths, the depths that are in close touch with the creative process
gvmng birth to the cosmos: the cosmos is a play of diversity on a basis of
uniformity, a sort of metrical base of bemg upon which various modulations take
shape, introducing a significant mndrvdualuty whch saves the dance of being from
monotony without destroying the foundational pattern. Where the modulation
and the base are both intensely active, there results a phenomenon which 1s the
most revelatory of the creative force behind-and what is metrical rhythm except
the base and the modulation reaching their acmes of mtensuty? In the domain of
speech, therefore, metrical rhythm is the nearest to the creative centre of
being-and the mnermost utterance of that centre 1s naturally cast in it.

If we were ideal medrums, poetry would pour through m perfect metrical
rhythm, even though we knew no jot about iamb and trochee and anapaest and
what not! Of course, metrical rhythm is not of only one fixed type: a number of
types are possible and some are adapted to one language, some to another. The
amount of modulation varies, the foundational fact vanes. But the essence of
metncal rhythm is the same-and this essence is discovered by man not mvented
by him: it belongs to the beyond-human, it belongs to the very core of cosm1c
creatrvty. That is the reason why not only the Vedic RIshs but all ancient
peoples used to regard poetry as the expression of the Gods. Such a behef,
however, did not debar them from makmg a science of prosody: mn fact, it was
just because a Godlike character was felt m poetry that a certam difficulty too
was felt in recervmng the message of the deafic regions and the need arose for
helping out the message when it got hmdered: the better one knows prosody the
better one can help "the music of the spheres" to get through if that music is
hkely to be mterfered with by one's clogged condition. Smee one is more liable
to be clogged than clear, it is advisable to have sharp technical tools at hand. But
they only aud the Master Craftsman that 1s Inspiraton to deal more easily wth
our mmds: they prove our own disabihty and not the Master Craftsman's lack of
power to use his fiery fmgers more skilfully than our tools. (6 5.1945)

k
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Thanks for your letter which is so warm and reveahng-revealmg because it is
the deep heart speakmg and warm because the revelation came from that heart
straight, untouched by the circumspect mind. Not that the mind has no role to
play m matters of the depths. Sometimes what hails from them is interfered with
by the dramatising vtal being so that the psychic form does not emerge mn all 1ts
truth. Then the mmd, if it has been well tramed, gets the authentic sense of that
form and cuts away the excrescences. Occasionally, even the emergent from the
depths arrives a httle nebulous, the supernormal feeling surges up slightly
unfocused, as it were, and the trained mind discerns the hidden outlines and
releases the secret shape. We can see what role the Rgveda allots to the mmd. It
speaks of the luminous word ansmg at the same time from the satyam rztam
brhat--"the True, the Right, the Vast''-which 1s above and from the hrdaya
samudra--the "heart-oceanwhich is the profundity within, and then passing
through the s1lent mind of the seer to be rd of all ambiguity and be disclosed in
the ongmal contours so as to become a golden chariot for the Gods to ride forth
mto the common world of men.

What you say about our relationship is perfectly true. From the start there
has been an mner intimacy which no distance can dimimsh. For we have met in
the aura of a Presence which 1s not affected by space and time, an aura which is
to either of us no goal laboriously to be reached but as natural as the very a1r we
breathe. We are born Aurobmdonians and on top of that there is a special soul
rhythm in common: our pursuut of the Eternal Beauty. The Divme comes to
people in various aspects-glorious Wisdom, supreme Power, master Skill,
transcendent Loveliness. I feel that both of us have been caught up in an
ineffable enchantment. No doubt, the other aspects are also there, and one or
another of them comes close on the heels of that enchantment: master Skill, for
instance, is very much of a goddess mn your nature. But the main magnet for both
of us appears to be what St. Augustine hailed as the Beauty of ancient days that
1s ever new, with its summoning up from our depths the flow of wonder, the
surge of love. Perhaps what I have called "glorious Wisdom" is in my being the
nearest attendant to the forefront deity ot Loveliness transcendent. And this you
may have felt as your subtle "guide", a special grace from Sn Aurobindo. The
dream-vision you have recounted seems to me a very concrete contact between
us on the subtle-physical plane, the one immediately behind our world. Some of
our physcal characterstcs tend to continue there. My slight "limping"' 1s a sure
sign of our meeting on that plane. And to meet there is to have a very keen sense
of realty and 1f our inmost selves carry on their frendship on thus plane, 1t is no
wonder that there is always so vrvd an interchange of mind and heart. In the
context of your dream-vision you have spoken of Krishna gmding you. Of course
there can be no comparison between that incarnate Lord and tiny and puny
Amal, a poor palld mortal. But do you know that the flower the Mother chose
as representing me happens to carry in her vis1on the significance: "Krishna's
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Light in the Mmd"?
To be more precise, there was once a scheme set for me by the Mother to

pamt flower-pictures for the rooms of the sadhaks, suggestmg the sptritual forces
spec1ally at work on them. The couple of rooms grven to me mn what was called
the Guest House, which I occupied for nine and a half years, were those which
Sr Aurobmndo had occupied for over sx years before he moved first to the
"Library House" and then to the quarters he stayed mn tll the end of hs life.
Before I came to them, Puram had hved m them for a time. During my stay the
flower representmg them was, accordmg to the Mother, what is botamcally
labelled "Thunbergia ktrku", a small lavender-blue salverform flower with a
cream-yellow throat. The Mother's felicitous gloss on its meaning ("Knshna's
Light m the Mmd') was. "A charming way of being mtelhgent." The epithet
"charming" 1s apt m view of the winsome personality traditionally attnbuted to
Krishna. Sn Aurobmdo has charactensed Knshna as the Avatar who came from
the plane of Divine Ananda and manifested through the Overmmd, the top
cosmic consciousness just next to the Supermmd, the transcendent arch-creator
That 1s to say he was the DIvmnuty of Bliss, who gave the world a man1fold
vis1on-the vs1on typical of the G1ta in which Sri Aurobmndo has discerned
several mterwoven strands-a Yoga of Works (Karma), a Yoga of Knowledge
(Joana) a Yoga of Devot1on (Bhakti) and a fmal hmt of somethmg that would
include all of them by gomg beyond them to an abandoning of all set dharmas
(hfe-rules) and surrendering oneself to the Supreme Beloved who 1s also the
Supreme Teacher and the Supreme Leader. (24.1 1991)

k

You have asked me what my meditation was between 10 and 10.30 a.m. on
February 21. A general account would be: "It was all joy." But 1t was not just a
state of being deeply happy during those thtrty mmutes. It was a happiness shot
through and through with the Mother's Presence. Rather, it was her Presence
that made up the happmess. And that ts why the happmess was so special. For,
her Presence was at once most mt1mately near and most allurmgly far. It seemed
to reach depth after depth within me and simultaneously drew me on and on into
mystenous distances. An all-givmg love tended to envelop and permeate my
whole being, while somethmgmme was called out mcalcuiably afar to meet, as 1t
were, the still unmamfested truth of my bemg-a divinity which was as yet a
wondrous dream But strangely somewhere withm the dreamer the dreamer was
himself the dream. And the Divine Presence, when posed in front of me, seemed
to wear my own face mn a fusion with the face of the Mother or the face of Sri
Aurobmdo or else with an etherealised combinaton of their faces. (28 2 1995)

*
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The point you have raised is not really concerned with a hving issue but rather a
verbally techmcal one. You say: "We meet agam and agam with these words of
Sn Aurobindo: 'Always behave as 1f the Mother was looking at you because she
is mdeed always present.' Now, why did Sn Aurobmdo choose to use 'as 1f
mstead of saymg: 'with the Mother felt as lookmg at you'? There must be some
significance in 1t."

The answer 1s very simple. Sri Aurobindo is employing the grammatical
form classed as "the subjunctive mood", the mood of a verb used especially to
denote what 1s Imagined or wished or possible. Here the 'Imagined" 1s in
functionthough afterwards the 'imagined' Is saud to be a reflection of the real.
No oppos1ton 1s intended between Imagination and reality. We sadhaks do not
always have the inner eye to see the Mother in a concrete though subtle form
everywhere: that 1s why we are not told: "Always behave with the Mother felt as
lookmg at you."

The Mother has told us that when she comes into contact with a follower of
Sn Aurobindo and her she does two thmgs. Oneshe buulds a bridge between
his outer self and his mmost being. Two-she makes an emanation of herself to
go with the follower at all times. Thus emanation answers all hs needs and acts as
his guardian angel Only in moments of extreme crisis it harks back to
headquarters, so to speak, and consults the central Presence. Often we ourselves
get mto touch with this Presence. That 1s when we most intensely call her to our
a1d or desire to have her decision for us. Thus, when I was in Bombay in 1939 she
wrote to me on April 24: "Just received your letter of 21st, it came to me duectly
(without the written words) three days ago, probably when you were wntmng 1t,
and my silent answer was categorical: 'remain there until the necessity of bemg
here will become so imperative that all else will completely lose all value for
you.' My answer now 1s exactly the same. I want only to assure you that we are
not abandoning you and that you will always have our help and protection."

(3.3.1995)
*

Before trying to interpret your vision, let me set your letter forth as briefly as
possible: "A desert-like place. While runnmg m it for some time I saw floods of
nver-water commg towards me. With increasmg fear I ran in another duection.
To my surprise, this time I saw m front of me floods of sea-water commg. With
great fear I began to run in a new direction. On my way I saw a sturdy white
horse. I sat on it and started riding 1t. After some time I saw a hut from which
hght was emerging, making the surroundings full of hght. When I saw this lght a
torchlike light emerged immediately frommy forehead. I rode up to the hut and
got down from the horse and went mto the hut. There I saw a Drvmne Mother
sitting m the lotus-pose. She was full of light. I offered my pranam to her and she
blessed me and advised me to study medicine. After more than twelve years I
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came to Pondicherry and had darshan of the Ashram's Mother. She had an aura
of light surroundmg her head. I came to the conclus10n that our Mother was the
same Mother who had appeared m my dream. Will you please explam my
dream?"

The nver-floods and the sea-floods seem to symbolise difficulties from the
"vital'' plane, the unspiritual "des1res" sweeping over 1t. But the vital plane has
also features that can be of help to spintuahty. Such 1s the "sturdy white horse"
that meets you while you are runnmg away from the floods. Here is a repre
sentaton of the purified vital force. Your mounting 1t proves that you are not a
helpless being but have a will-power which can bring about a change in your life.
In the dream the resultant change draws you near that part of your bemg which
has come to be 1mpovenshed and unpromment, a hut, but which is really the
secret source of guidance. That 1s why light 1s streaming out from it. In response
to this sudden call or pull from a hidden and neglected depth in you, your mind
catches fire, as 1t were, and you discover an illummnat1on 1n the conscious part of
you: a torchlight emerges from your forehead. Urged by 1t, led by 1t you reach
your soul's "cave", as the Upamshads would designate your inmost and there in
what has seemed an obscure place you come upon the Divine Mother, formed of
light and the source of all radiance She 1s waitmg for you and at once accepts
you with her gesture of blessmg.

Thus long before you came to the Ashram, you had been chosen for the
spiritual life And the realty of the choice was confirmed when the Ashram
Mother whom you met twelve years later gave you a signal of the old light by
manifestmg to you "the aura surrounding her head".

Your other dream bnngs m the horse too. Evidently you hve very much in
your vital nature, but even in this domain where there are the greatest number of
occas10ns for deviation from spmtuality you have a Savmg Grace present always.

So I see no cause for you to despair. Light can always come up. Keep
appealing to the D1vine Mother and she wall give you the boon of her blessing.
And he who has that boon must carry ever a smile on his hps. (13 3.1995)

AMAL KIRAN
(K. D SETHNA)
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WITH
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"PANCHAKANYAM SMARENNITYAM
6. "EVER REMEMBER THE FIVE MAIDENS"

(Translated by Satadal from the Bengali of Nolin Kanta Gupta)

THE relation between man and woman is not a thing without any alternatives or
variations. It has taken different forms mn different ages. On the one hand the
customs have changed due to the change in external conditions, and as a result of
simultaneous change in the course of the mind a change in the ideal has also
come about. One should remember that not only the change of time but also the
change of space bnngs a change in customs and ideals. Therefore 1t seems to be
unjust to measure the value of customs and ideals of a certain age with the
yardstick of customs and ideals of another space and time. Though many
conclude that in the evolution of the customs and ideals of humamty there is
always a progressive development, it 1s not so easy to establish the case with
reason. To decide whether the expression that the customs and ideals of the
ancients and of the past are infenor to those of the moderns and of the present 1s
anything more than a notional dictum, needs a lot of judgement. Whatever 1t is,
we are not going to make this issue our topic of discussion. We only want to say
that the system ex1sting in each space and time 1s appropriate tor the condition
and culture of that particular space and time. Human beings follow the dharma
of their time and space. It is a dangerous mistake to try to understand the
dharma of another time and space in the hght of the dharma of a given time and
space.

In the modern age the relation between man and woman which has become
a sort of prevailing custom and ideal everywhere 1s that one man and one woman
shall remam mutually sincere in their conjugal hfe. Of course out of the
prevaulmng ideal a new one 1s trying to rause its head. Thus ideal is unwilling to
accept the glory of marriage. It wants an independent, self-willed and free union
between man and woman. But the ideal is still mostly confmed to the mental
world. The need of circumstances could not bnng it down into the field of life,
withm the social system. Therefore we don't want to say anythmg m particular
about 1t. The ideal of the present which has social sanct10n behind it is
"monogamy". The word is foreign. There is no exact equivalent of 1t 1n an Ind1an
language. Therefore it is natural to suspect that not only the word but also the
idea behind 1t has come from abroad. That the marriage or conjugal relation of a
man or a woman can exist with only one person (at a time) is the system
prescribed by Europe and the Christian religion. As European influence
extended into our country, this ideal also occupied our mind. Not only the inner
attitude but also the external conditions-the economic policy along with the
norms of duty--came to make of this ideal a social system.

Prior to thus present system we had "polygamy', the dreaded word whch
439
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makes Europe and Chnstianity shudder and we too have started to shudder
under the mfluence of the newly acquired ideal prevalent 1n our country Of
course thus polygamy was perm1ssIble for man only; for woman the rule was a
smgle marnage. Polygamy was the custom of our country-from when? It is not
possible to answer with any precision. Before the English-influence, as we go
back more and more to the past, at least up to the ages of the Mahabharata and
Ramayana, we notice its extensive prevalence Not only m India, but mn the
whole of the East this custom was m vogue1 in some form or other. With
whatever strong disdain we moderns look upon polygamy, our forefathers never
considered it m the same light. And it is also not a fact that the social order and
ethics detenorated due to this. Nor were the greatness and nobility of man and
woman crippled in that social system The greatness of the great, from Yajnya
valkya to Shivaj1whether he is a man of knowledge or a man of action--did not
get tarmshed. Even Raja Rammohan, the imtiator of the modern age, was
himself polygamous. And such instances are not rare where a woman performed
her duties as required and became worthy to be ever remembered even while
being one of a number of wIves.

Now the pomt is, whether there was another age with a different custom
prior even to this polygamic age. There was, it seems. And we cannot say for
sure that woman was not given the right to polygamy in one way or another m
that age. We must not get stunned by the statement. We must look mto 1t
without prejudice, with eyes open, remaining calm and impartial. The varied
diversity of truth does not always depend on the standard of good and evil of our
modern age. In the prmmitve society, whch we term uncrvlsed, there 1s no
dearth of this custom even today. 2 In Tibet all the brothers together marry a
single wife. The word de-vara mn our country only means second husband. The
custom of nyoga also was prevalent mn this very country of ours. Whatever it is,
we just want to say only this much: in that most ancient of ages, whether or not
there was any sanct10n to polygamy for woman, there was at least a freer relat10n
between man and woman. Man and woman united more freely and not through
the stringent and carefully prepared famlar system of marriage. Woman rather
had more freedom than man. Man did not have the sole authority mn society. On
the contrary woman used to dommate. In Burma abroad and mn Kerala within
India, even now we find some mstances of this system. Equal freedom for man
and woman is the trend of the modern age. Patriarchy dommated the Middle

' In Chma and Japan polygamy was not prevalent m the sense that onewas married there to a smgle wife
But one could keep more than one unmamed wife which had the sancton of custom and the shastra Though
the Europeans term these unmarred wIves concubines, they had equal nghts and status as the marred ones
and the1r sons were also legal hers Save for the ceremomal mamage there was no other d1stmct10n between
these two types of wives

Many scentusts have nowadays begun to admit the fact that the primrtrve society Is not necessarly
uncrvlsed, that the pnmutrves are the fallen res1dual fractions of the varous cvlsed and educated societies
belongmg to a hoary past
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Ages. And matnarchy dominated the most ancient of ages. This is how, it seems,
society has undergone a triple transformation with regard to the relation
between man and woman.

In fact, from the pomt of view of prmciple, we find the examples of the three
modes of relat10n that may exist between Purusha and Prakrit! in these three
epochs. Fust, when Purusha and Praknti face each other standmg on the same
level. That is why m the present epoch man and woman are waking up with a
separate bemg and personahty of their own and are willmg to umte. Second,
when Praknti is subjugated to Purusha. That is why mn the Middle Ages we see
that woman is subservient to man under all circumstances. The fulfilment of
woman's womanhood was mn giving herself to man. The mantra of thus very age
was na narf svatantryamarhati (woman should never be independent). And m
this very age, the ideals of satf and smgle-mmded devotion to one's husband
came into being. Thud, when Purusha is subjugated to Praknti. This was the
principle underlymg the relation between man and woman in the most ancient of
ages. Shiva under the feet of his goddess-consort portrays that age. Woman at
that time probably was not sati but was 5akt.

S1ta and Savtr are the 1deals of the Muddle Ages. Thus very 1deal got so
deeply implanted mn our social life that even mn modern times, while trymg to
follow a more novel ideal, we wanted this ideal also to be kept unimpaired within
the more novel one. The glory of this ideal has been sung in all our cultures,
customs and systems. It has been built up as an unshakable notion, an eternal
truth as it were, in our mind and heart. Besides, we have forgotten the ideal prior
to it. We cannot brmg it back even with our imagination. The ideal of sati has
come to exercise its sole authority smce the ages of the Ramayana and
Mahabharata. Yet some remmiscence of that most ancient of ages still remained
even mn thus epic age. And 1t seems to me that the 'five maudens" are the
instances of that very remm1scence. In these five maidens we get a hmt or a
shade of the truth that woman 1s not merely sati but predominantly and
fundamentally she is sakt. Even the epic age had to labour a lot in trymg to
Judge and prove her greatness not as 5akt but as sati. We moderns also, mstead
of looking upon the five ma1dens as ma1dens, have tried with some manipulation
to remember them as sati. We cannot easily admit that there was or could be any
other standard of woman's greatness beside chastity.

A strange thing 1s noticeable m the lives of the five ma1dens. Their adultery
with gods is related. Their unchastity is supported and sanctified by the
Instructions and blessings of the gods. Ahalya lost her chastity devaraya kutuhalat
(due to the curiosity of Indra, the king of the gods). Kunt1 too gave herself up to
the six gods, namely, Surya, Indra, Vayu, etc. The five husbands of Draupad1
are the compamons of Lord Knshna and emanations of five gods. Tara and
Mandodari gave themselves up to theu husbands' brothers, even though the
brothers were enemies of their husbands, according to the wishes and sanction of
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Lord Rama. Whatever these five maidens may be from the standpoint of smgle
minded devotion to their husbands, 1t seems to me that a sublimation of human
force took place through them mto d1vme force. The1r souls did neither accept
the human ideal (of that time or thereafter) as unique, nor admit the dharma
adharma of human ethics as the absolute prov1s1on of life. Their beings were
glorified with a greater and higher capacity Matrimomal smcerity or adultery
became Irrelevant m that glory.

In fact, from a certam point of view, the most ancient of ages was the age
when humans were m a Juvemle state. They were not exclusively confmed to
their humanity. The vsion and expenence, mntuton and 1magmnation of a human
was not regulated only by humanity or phys1cal d1mens1ons (compare with
Nietzsche's "Human, all too human"). There used to exist a free interchange
between a human and the mv1s1ble higher bemgs and forces m creation At that
time earth and heaven had not got separated. Earthly humans used to go and
roam about mn heaven Gods used to visit the earth, unute and mix with humans.
Gods and humans were mutual helpers and compamons. A human male could
dare des1re even a heavenly nymph. A human female could satisfy even a god.
We see a shadow of this most ancient of ages m ancient Greece as portrayed by
Homer. The heroes of Homer are either born of a god matmg with a woman, or
a man matmg with a goddess.

In a mantra from the R1gveda (10·85) dealing with matrimony, Surya,
daughter of sun-god Surya, accepts all the gods as husbands one after another
Probably this 1s symbolic of the prmc1ple of marriage between humans also of
that time. Woman will take resort to man not for chastity but for the touch and
mamfestation of the gods, to have offspring born under divine mfluence.
Probably there was always an effort w1thm us hke a subterranean flow to keep
ahve the idea that there could be a dvmne sakt-dharma like this for woman
besides chastity and smgle-mmded devotion to her husband. We hear about
many affairs of adultery mn the practice of Tantra, but 1s the cryptic ceremony of
acceptmg the sakt and adoring the prakrt mn that practice not a pomter to this
very principle? Well, we no longer approve of this 1deal as sociable In modern
times m our day-to-day hfe we have turned out to be all too human. All our
systems have been based on the human mental and ethical considerations.

Our shastras speak of four ages, namely, Satya, Treta, Ova.para and Kali.
From this consideration, four ideals have emerged m those four ages with regard
to the soc1al relation between man and woman. It seems to me that 1t 1s smncerty
relatmg to the body that has been held m magnified esteem m Kahyuga. In
Dvapara 1t was sincerty of the vital bemng, mn Treta 1t was sincerty of the mental
being, and m Satyayuga 1t was smcerity of the soul's truth. In the other yugas, the
fundamental principle, the primary bass, of conjugal relation was a sort of
smgle-mmded devotion of a person to another. But in Satyayuga this relation
never became the ultimate m the form of union between two mndrvduals Then,
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the tie between person and person did not become firm and exclusive. At least
externally it was quute free and expansive. Then, a person used to follow the law
of one's own bemg, one's own path of truth and establish a freer and wider
relation with another. Recently, are we not turmng round again and gradually
moving towards some such aim? Whatever it is, 1f the 1deal of the ancients does
not conform to ours, we may not accept it, but none of us has the nght to reduce
it accordmg to our standard.

AMAL-KIRAN: POET AND CRITIC
Edited by Nirodbaran and R. Y. Deshpande

A festschrift volume celebratmg the 90th birthday of Amal-Kiran (K. D. Sethna)
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There is also a section presentmg a few selected writmgs of his. Contams as
facsimiles a number of letters written to Amal-Kiran by Sn Aurobindo and the
Mother, as well as several photos of him at various stages of hfe.
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SOME NOTES BY "THE EXTRAORDINARY GIRL"
RECORDED BY NIRODBARAN

SOME months ago I had a very sweet dream-vision. It was in the afternoon.
Sitting on my cot and leaning against the wooden mosquuto-curtamn support I was
readng a favourite book of mine, the Bhagavat, mn Bengal, the life of Sr
Krishna. After a while, I felt very sleepy which is rather an unusual occurrence
when I read such books. Suddenly I saw the Mother standing near the foot of the
bed dressed in an exquisite golden Benaras1 sari. As I looked at her she
beckoned to me with her nght hand. I responded; I saw my physical body left
behind. As soon as I was within her reach, she caught hold of my hair and, hfting
me up, just as a cat does her kitten, dragged me towards Sn Aurobindo who was
sitting nearby and reading a book. She told hum, "Thus girl is all the tme weeping
for you." Saying this she left. I cast a furtive glance at him and saw him absorbed
in reading. The whole room was bathed in peace. I felt like lvmng eternally in
that peace and never going back to the world. Then my eyes opened with that
memorable experience still ahve.

*

On my last birthday I had a strange vus1on with open eyes Suddenly I saw
Nolini-da, Champaklal and Mama (my uncle, Dihp Kumar Roy) sitting in that
order in a horse-carriage going somewhere as 1f for an evening nde. They looked
Just as they did when they were ahve. When I asked Sn Aurobmdo inwardly its
meamng, he simply said, "They are with me and go about from time to time to
see the condition of the world, how 1t 1s going on "

k

A third expenence happened very recently
After a certain incident I was very badly shaken I had a disagreement with

an Ashram lady who had been helping me for some years by providing me with
some material necessities of hfe. Disagreement led to argument to hot words
and, after an unpleasant scene, I refused all further assistance from her. Though
I am grateful to her for all her help, I have no regrets in stopping our
arrangement. For now I rely on the Lord, as I have done before in times of due
need, for providing me even with small necessities. My prayer was answered
when suddenly I saw Sri Knshna with his flute, just as he is portrayed in some
pictures, standing behmd Sn Aurobmndo with hs rght hand resting on Sr
Aurobmndo's shoulder. He was all resplendent. Sri Aurobmndo said to me, "Be
quet. Don't get agitated. I shall set everything nght. Depend on me entuely."
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"I know that and I am sure of it. My prev10us sense of a helpless being has
left me now. Only at times when my foot-trouble increases and gives me pain, I
become restless."

"That pamn will go. There 1s nothing serously wrong wth the foot. The pain
is due to your flat-foot and excessive pressure on 1t. But it will be cured. You
know that I have cured your chrome stomach-trouble which was much more
serious. For 1f it had continued 1t could have turned into cancer. This trouble also
I can cure. But if I cure it now, somethmg else will crop up The hostile forces
will become more active. Everything has its time and one must learn to bear. Be
patient."

"But at times I want to leave my body, and pray to be taken away so that I
may live forever in peace."

"You will hve in peace, I assure you, and I bless you that you will live in the
Divine Peace which you have felt at times. The Divine Peace is something which
1s beyond any human comprehension and I promise that you wall have it.''

I am now eagerly but patiently waitmg for that supreme Peace and doing my
sadhana as best I can

TREASURED WORDS

WHAT are these words that flow to my heart,
As 1f from an ancient harp smnging,
Catching echoes from distant winds,
A mystery to its loneliness bringing?
A hope for the True 1s kindled within
And sets each thought-seed burning
To melt the dross layers which hide
Speech's uttermost yearning.
To hold weaved sounds in a golden cup
And see their lquid colours glowmng,
With one sup to feel within
The stream of their pure source flowing!
For what are words but a sacred giving,
A secret within a form concealed?
And when the heart's rose-bloom opens
Petal by petal, are wonders revealed!

HERTHA



SRI AUROBINDO--THE SOUL OF INDIA

(Continued from the ssue ofMay 1995)

SRI AUROBINDO came out of Jall with profound spintual expenences and he was
also a completely changed person. During his absence the outside situation had
also radically changed. The Bande Mataram had come to an end. Tilak had been
sentenced to six years' impnsonment and bamshed to Burma. The Government
had repressed the Nationalists.

Sn Aurobmdo stayed with his maternal uncle Krishna Kumar Mitra's family
after he came out of Jail Despite the great spmtual changes that had taken place
mn hum, he continued to be intensely human and considerate. It appears hrs aunt
who had been unwell had been advised to bathe mn the Ganges. She wanted
somebody to accompany her to the nver. At times, the old lady would go up to
Sn Aurobmdo who might be wntmg and ask him, "Auro, please come along
with me, I am going for my bath mn the Ganges" He would readily comply.
Basant Chakravarty, his cousm, descnbes "how at times her mother would put
on hus sandals and go for her consttutonal on the terrace. Vis1tors would arrve
and Sn Aurobmdo would get up and search for his sandals. Then he would go to
his aunt, smile and ask her shyly, 'Little aunty, have you put on my sandals?
There are vs1tors who have come to see me.' "

Among the mllons who rejoiced at the release of Sn Aurobindo from
prison was Sister Nivedita, the fearless mdefatigable sympathiser of Sn
Aurobindo. She had her school decorated as for a festival, wntes her biographer
Lizelle Raymond mn her book The Dedicated:

"She (Nivedrta) found hrm (Sri Aurobmdo) completely transformed. His
piercmg eyes seemed to devour the tight-drawn skm and bones of hrs face. He
possessed an rrresrstible power, denved from a spmtual revelation that had come
to hrm m pnson Dunng the entrre ordeal he had seen before him nothmg but
Lord Knshna ... He was, as Nrvedrta understood hum, the successor to the
Spmtual Master of the past, offenng the source of hrs msp1rat10n for all to dnnk
from m the yogic sohtude Smee his imprisonment at Ahpore, Aurobindo Ghose
was no longer a fighter but a Yog"

After Sn Aurobindo came out of jail, he dehvered a number of speeches in
Calcutta and other places 1n Bengal. These speeches, which have smce been
comp1led mn book-form, will fmnd a permanent place mn the history of Ind1an
national hterature. They were not only the political speeches of an ardent
patnot, but were the utterances of a seer, a god-man whose prophetic words
came to be fully reahsed m course of time as we all know. Naturally, to the ahen
admrmstrators of the Government of Indra, who had not even remotely
entertamed any Intent1on of relinquishing their hold on Indra, Sri Aurobindo's
words of hope, faith, courage, work, sacrfice, God's will etc. were unavarlmg
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mystic Jargon of a fanatic which only excite men's mmnds and lead them to
excesses. True, such speeches embarrassed the Government a good deal, both 1n
England and India, as evidenced by the exchange of correspondence which has
smce come to light; yet 1t was some cold comfort to them that Sn Aurobmdo
spoke at all. A silent Sn Aurobmdo might be even more dangerous! If he kept
talkmg, there was always a chance of his making a slip, and the watch-dogs of the
Government would fmd a few words or phrases which they might tag on to him
as seditious and send hum back to jal or deport hum for a stretch at Mandalay. In
fact, the Government of India was not at all happy at the acquuttal of Sn
Aurobmndo and toyed with the 1dea of appealing to the Hugh Court Some of 1ts
henchmen egged 1t on to do so. Fmally, the mstmct of preservmg its respect
prevailed and the Government gave up the idea of takmg its complamt to the
Hugh Court. The less inhibited Anglo-Indian papers hke the Statesman raised a
hue and cry over the acqmttal and went so far as to question the wisdom of the
tral judge and obliquely commented on the judcal performance. Had an Ind1an
paper given itself a fraction of this kind of indulgence, 1t would have been hauled
up to face a charge of contempt of court

"On 30 May 1909 Sn Aurobmdo delivered the hustonc Uttarpara speech It
was Amarendranath Chatterjee who went to Calcutta from Uttarpara to fetch
Sri Aurobindo to speak to the Dharma Rakshmn Sabha. He knew Sn Aurobmdo
through the secret society orgamsation and because of his previous 1mtiation by
hmm, Amar went to the Sanqvan office to fetch Sn Aurobmndo. He found hum
absolutely quiet, as 1f mn meditation. So he dud not speak long wth hum They
went by tram to Uttarpara. Many of the audience also went by the same tram.
They arnved at Uttarpara at three o'clock. The meeting was to be held at five."

The Uttarpara speech 1s openly a description of Sri Aurobmndo's spurtual
experiences while mn jal. Hs speech recounts:

"When I was asked to speak to you at the annual meetmg of your Sabha, it
was my mtention to say a few words about the subJect chosen for today, the
subject of the Hmdu relig10n. I do not know now whether I shall fulfil that
intention, for as I sat here, there came mto my mmd a word that I have to speak
to you, a word that I have to speak to the whole of the Indian Nation It was
spoken first to myself m jail and I have come out of Jail to speak 1t to my people.

"It was more than a year ago that I came here last. When I came I was not
alone; one of the mightiest prophets of Nationalism sat by my side It was he who
then came out of the seclusion to which God had sent him, so that in the silence
and solitude of his cell he might hear the word he had to say. It was he that you
came mn your hundreds to welcome. Now he 1s far away, separated from us by
thousands of miles Others whom I was accustmed to fmd workmg beside me are
absent. The storm that swept over the country has scattered them far and wide.
It is I this time who have spent one year mn seclus1on, and now that I have come
out I find all changed. One who always sat by my side and was associated m my
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work 1s a prisoner in Burma; another ism the north rottmng mn detention I looked
round when I came out. I looked round for those to whom I had been
accustomed to look for counsel and msp1rat1on. I did not fmd them. There was
more than that. When I went to Jail the whole country was alive with the cry of
Bande Mataram, alive with the hope of a nation, the hope of millions of men
who had newly nsen out of degradation. When I came out of Jail I listened for
that cry, but there was mstead a silence A hush had fallen on the country and
men seemed bewildered; for mstead of God's bnght heaven full of the v1s1on of
the future that had been before us, there seemed to be overhead a leaden sky
from which human thunders and lightnmgs ramed. No man seemed to know
whch way to move, and from all s1des came the question, 'What shall we do
next? What 1s there that we can do?' I too did not know which way to move, I too
did not know what was next to be done. But one thmg I knew, that as 1t was the
Almighty Power of God which had raised that cry, that hope, so it was the same
Power which had sent down that silence. He who was in the shoutmg and the
movement was also in the pause and the hush He has sent 1t upon us, so that the
nation might draw back for a moment and look mto itself and know His will. I
have not been disheartened by that silence, because I had been made familiar
with silence in my pnson and because I knew 1t was in the pause and the hush
that I had myself learned this lesson through the long year of my detent10n.
When Bepm Chandra Pal came out of Jail, he came with a message, and it was an
inspired message. I remember the speech he made here. It was a speech not so
much political as relig10us in its bearing and intention He spoke of his
realisation 1n jail, of God within us all, of the Lord within the nation, and mn h1s
subsequent speeches also he spoke of a greater than ordmary force in the
movement and a greater than ordmary purpose before it. Now I also meet you
agamn, I also come out of ja1l, and again 1t 1s you of Uttarpara who are the first to
welcome me, not at a political meetmg but at a meetmg of a society for the
protection of our religion. That message which Bepm Chandra Pal received in
Buxar Jail, God gave to me in Alipore. That knowledge He gave to me day after
day during my twelve months of Imprisonment and It 1s that whch He has
commanded me to speak to you now that I have come out

"I knew I would come out. The year of detention was meant only for a year
of seclusion and of training How could anyone hold me in Jail longer than was
necessary for God's purpose? He had given me a word to speak and a work to
do, and until that word was spoken I knew that no human power could hush me;
until that work was done no human power could stop God's mstrument, however
weak that mstrument might be or however small. Now that I have come out,
even mn these few minutes, a word has been suggested to me whch I had no w1sh
to speak. The thing I had mn my mmd He has thrown from 1t and what I speak 1s
under an Impulse and a compuls1on.""?

Sri Aurobmdo further narrated what during his Alipore's Jail penod of
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seclusion Lord Knshna had made hum realse:
" ... He showed me his wonders and made me realise the utter truth of the

Hindu religion. I had had many doubts before. I was brought up mn England
amongst fore1gn ideas and an atmosphere entirely foreign. About many things in
Hmnduusm I had once been inclined to believe that they were imaginations, that
there was much of dream in 1t, much that was delusion and Maya. But now day
after day I realised m the mmd, I realised in the heart, I realised in the body the
truths of the Hindu relig10n, they became living expenence to me and things
were opened to me which no matenal science could explain. When I fust
approached Him, 1t was not entirely mn the spmt of the Bhakta, 1t was not
entirely in the spirit of the Jnani. I came to Him long ago m Baroda some years
before the Swadeshi began and I was drawn into the public field.

'When I approached God at that time, I hardly had a lving faith in Hmm.
The agnostic was in me, the atheist was m me, the sceptic was m me and I was
not absolutely sure that there was a God at all. I did not feel His presence. Yet
somethmg drew me to the truth of the Vedas, the truth of the Gita, the truth of
the Hmdu religion. I felt there must be a mighty truth somewhere in this Yoga, a
mighty truth m this religion based on the Vedanta. So when I turned to the Yoga
and resolved to practise it and fmd out if my idea was right, I did 1t m this spint
and with this prayer to Him. 'If Thou art, then Thou knowest my heart. Thou
knowest that I do not ask for Mukti. I do not ask for anythmg which others ask
for. I ask only for strength to uphft this nation, I ask only to be allowed to live
and work for this people whom I love and to whom I pray that I may devote my
life.' I strove long for the realisation of Yoga and at last to some extent I had it,
but in what I most desued I was not satisfied. Then in the seclusion of the Jail, of
the solitary cell I asked for it agam. I said, 'Give me Thy Adesh. I do not know
what work to do or how to do it. Give me a message.' In the communion of Yoga
two messages came. The fust message said, 'I have given you work and it is to
help to uplift this nation. Before long the time will come when you will have to
go out of jail; for 1t 1s not my wll that ths tmme either you should be convicted or
that you should pass the time, as others have to do, m suffenng for theu country.
I have called you to work, and that is the Adesh for which you have asked. I give
you the Adesh to go forth and do my work.' The second message came and 1t
said, 'Somethmg has been shown to you m this year of seclusion, something
about which you had your doubts and it is the truth of the Hindu rehg1on. It is
this relgon that I am rausmng up before the world, It is this that I have perfected
and developed through the Rishis, saints and Avatars, and now 1t is gomg forth
to do my work among the nations. I am raising up this nation to send forth my
word Thus 1s the Sanatan Dharma, thus is the eternal religion which you dud not
really know before, but which I have now revealed to you. The agnostic and the
sceptic in you have been answered, for I have gven you proofs w1thmn and
without you, physical and subjective, which have satisfied you. When you go
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forth, speak to your nation always this word, that it 1s for the Sanatan Dharma
that they arise, it 1s for the world and not for themselves that they anse, I am
giving them freedom for the service of the world When therefore rt 1s said that
India shall rise, it is the Sanatan Dharma that shall nse. When 1t 1s said that India
shall be great, it is the Sanatan Dharma that shall be great. When it 1s said that
India shall expand and extend itself over the world, 1t 1s for the Dharma and by
the Dharma that India exists. To magnify the religion means to magmfy the
country. I have shown you that I am everywhere and in all men and m all thmgs,
that I am mn th1s movement and I am not only working in those who are stnvmg
for the country but I am workmg also mn those who oppose them and stand in
the1r path I am workmg m everybody and whatever men may thmk or do they
can do nothmg but help in my purpose. They also are domg my work, they are
not my enemies but my instruments. In all your actions you are movmg forward
without knowing which way you move. You mean to do one thing and you do
another. You aim at a result and your efforts subserve one that is different or
contrary. It 1s Shakt that has gone forth and entered into the people. Smee long
ago I have been preparing this uprismg and now the time has come and 1t 1s I who
will lead it to its fulfilment.'

"This then 1s what I have to say to you. The name of your society 1s 'Society
for the Protection of Religion'. Well, the protection of the religion, the
protection and upra1smg before the world of the Hmdu religion, that 1s the work
before us. But what is the Hmndu relg1on? What 1s thus religion whch we call
Sanatan, eternal? It is the Hmdu religion only because the Hmdu nation has kept
it, because in this Pemnsula it grew up in the seclusion of the sea and the
Himalayas, because m this sacred and ancient land it was given as a charge to the
Aryan race to preserve through the ages. But it 1s not c1rcumscnbed by the
confmes of a smgle country, it does not belong peculiarly and for ever to a
bounded part of the world That which we call Hmdu religion 1s really the eternal
religion, because 1t is the universal relgon which embraces all others If a
religion 1s not umversal, it cannot be eternal. A narrow religion, a sectanan
relg1on, an exclusrve religion can lve only for a lmted time and a limited
purpose. This is the one religion that can tnumph over materialism by mcludmg
and anticipating the d1scovenes of science and the speculations of philosophy. It
Is the one religion which impresses on mankmd the closeness of God to us and
embraces mn 1ts compass all the possible means by which man can approach God.
It Is the one relg1on whuch insists every moment on the truth whch all religions
acknowledge, that He is in all men and all thmgs and that m Him we move and
have our bemg. It is the one relig10n which enables us not only to understand and
beheve this truth but to reahse it with every part of our bemg It is the one
rehgon which shows the world what the world 1s, that 1t 1s the Lula of Vasudeva.
It 1s the one relg1on which shows us how we can best play our part mn that L1la, 1ts
subtlest laws and its noblest rules. It is the one religion which does not separate
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life in any smallest detail from religion, which knows what immortality is and has
utterly removed from us the reality of death.

"This is the word that has been put mto my mouth to speak to you today.
What I intended to speak has been put away from me, and beyond what is given
to me I have nothmg to say. It is only the word that is put into me that I can
speak to you. That word 1s now fimshed. I spoke once before with this force in
me and I said then that this movement 1s not a political movement and that
nationalism is not politics but a rehg10n, a creed, a faith. I say it again today, but
I put it in another way. I say no longer that nationalism is a creed, a religion, a
faith, I say that it 1s the Sanatan Dharma whch for us is nationalism. This Hmndu
nation was born with the Sanatan Dharma, wIth 1t 1t moves and with 1t it grows.
When the Sanatan Dharma declmes, then the naton declines, and if the Sanatan
Dharma were capable of penshing, with the Sanatan Dharma 1t would pensh.
The Sanatan Dharma, that is nationalism. Thus 1s the message that I have to
speak to you. "4

((To be continued)
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MUSINGS ON PRAYERS AND MEDITATIONS
(Contznued from the issue of May 1995)

4. THE MEETING (4)

Part Eleven

What Should Be

WHAT to be and how to be-these are questions that perpetually torment good
people. They seek guidance mn shastra and the 'Holy Book', m the command
ments of the elders and if all these fail they act accordmg to what 1s dictated by
their reason. But the results of these actions are at best mixed and sometimes
just the reverse of what should or should not have been done. The cause 1s not
far to seek. As the Mother has pomted Olllt, the umverse is recreated at each
moment, new elements are added to it and dead ones are discarded. The truth of
yesterday degenerates into the falsehood of today There 1s no straight law which
one can follow without any fear of tripping or bemng unjust More often than not
one betrays one's soul while followmg a supposed ideal code of conduct. Life 1s a
perpetual Catch 22 situaton where the well-intentioned often land themselves m
the morass of mental dogma.

Life is a classroom and each moment 1s an exammatlon. Our acts,
howsoever Insignificant they may seem, either uplift us or drag us down. But
generally the good people of hfe are mcapable of beanng a constant tension and
of makmg a perpetual effort. The doers of good deeds get tired much too easily.
Like good bureaucrats they would work honestly for some time and would then
want to be considered for retirement benefits from the pens1on funds of the
Lord. But the Lord mght have mn mud an entrely new and different career for
them requiring mcreasmgly greater endeavour. Inacton of any type-physical,
intellectual, moral, or spiritual-is not acceptable to our Creator. That God
made the creation mn one week and then rested on Sunday seems to be a myth.
For neither the sun nor the moon ever rest nor do the oceans, the stars, the
plants or the hearts of all hvmg bemgs.

This hope for uphftment of consc10usness by past efforts is a fallacy, a
mirage. Consciousness is a slippery pole and one cannot have a static toe-hold on
1t. One has to constantly struggle upward, otherwise one would land at the
bottom. Witness how the soul-fervour of millions of crusaders for religion or
dogma led them to commut the meanest and cruellest atrocities mn the name of
their ideals. Supported by afatwa or Papal dictate many good people committed
heinous crimes without pausmng to ask their mmnd or heart where was the drvunity
or sanctity mn looting, kllmng and even rapmg the innocents whose only cnme was
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to belong to another faith. This sort of aberration takes place due to a mental
inertia, when masses of people give others the right to thmk for them, instead of
charting a just course in the hght of their own reason and conscience.

This is the inertia of consciousness agamst which the adept on the upward
path has to guard. On March 23, 1914 the Mother wrote in her diary,

As I see it, the ideal state is that mn which, constantly conscious with
Thy Consciousness, one knows at every moment, spontaneously, without
any reflection being necessary, exactly what should be done to best express
Thy Law

Ths 1s the ideal and in truth the only way of being sure of not tripping on the
fissured roads of hfe, on that narrow mountam-path leading to the summzt. This
is the thing needed, to make us always worthy of our Lord. But before one can
reach this state, a thousand lives of upward orientation are needed. Nobody can
escape the evolutionary spiral. The Mother further wrote,

That state I know, for I have experienced it at certam moments, but
very often the "how" is veiled by a mist of ignorance and one must call 1n
reflection which is not always a good counsellor-let alone all that one does
at every mstant without havmg any time for reflection, on the spur of the
moment.

Most people blunder through life, acting anyhow. The motive behmd theu
action 1s sometimes not known even to them, for the impulse to action originates
from their subconscious And the subconscious 1s a resdue of thousands of lves.
Apart from this terrible burden of past hves, there are the powerful collective
suggestions which make us do things totally out of keeping with our true bemg or
soul. Later, Kaukaryee-like, we may lament and suffer from remorse. But by that
time the damage would have been done and sometimes centuries might be
needed to undo what nether forces made us do mn one moment. The Mother
wrtes about these actions done without reflect1on,

How far does it conform with or oppose Thy Law? That depends upon
the state of the subconscrent, or what is active in it at that time. Once the
deed 1s done, 1f 1t has any importance, 1f one can look at 1t, analyse 1t,
understand it, it serves as a lesson, enables one to become aware of one's
motive of action and hence of somethmg in the subconscient which still
governs the being and has to be mastered.

We have to be ready to look dispassionately at ourselves and at our actions
and this weighing up of our motives, this effort to understand the hidden levers
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that prompted our actions, if practised smcerely over a long time will show us all
that smmmers within our subconscient and 1f we are sincere we then begin our
labour of cleanmg it of the accumulated cobwebs of countless hves. Though
arduous, it 1s not an impossible task. The Mother's next words reveal a truth of
supreme importance,

Every action on earth 1s bound to have a good and a bad side Even the
actions which best express the most divme law of Love carry m them
somethmg of the disorder and darkness mherent m the world as 1t 1s today.

This is a sobenng thought that even the action of an Avatar, onginatmg
from the most divine law of Love, cannot be free of the environmental disorder
and darkness. This 1s the reason why the Divme has not or cannot use his
Absolute Potencies here mn the mamfestation. And this 1s the reason why there
has always been a dark side of life which has suppressed or dimmed and
sometimes even overwhelmed the descending hght. So pervasive is this sense of
futihty that life seems to be a vale of tears. To this surface view of life the Mother
has thus to say,

Some people, those who are called pessimists, perceive almost exclu
s1vely the dark side of everything. The opt1musts, on the other hand, see
only the s1de of beauty and harmony. And 1f 1t 1s foolish and 1gnorant to be
an unwitting opt1must, is 1t not making a happy conquest to become a wilhng
optimist? In the eyes of pess1m1sts, whatever one does will always be bad,
Ignorant or ego1stic; how could one satisfy them? It is an Impossible task.

There is a tremendous force of enhghtenment behmd the two terms un
wtting optmist and willng optimst. An unwitting optimism sprmgs from an
unenhghtened state but to become a willing optimist reqmres a formidable act of
faith. One sees and understands fully the gravity of the dark forces and desperate
events which cast long shadows on our planet, yet by an act of supreme faith in
the Lord and his Power and Goodness one becomes an optimist m spite of the
worst that the Funes or Fates can do. A voluntary optimism requires a luminous
trust mn that Omnipotent Grace which rules our hves, even when the outer
circumstances make it hard to see a silver hnmg

How to act m this bewddenng world where the seemzng nght may be a
travesty of truth and the seemzng wrong the requisite truth? The Mother says,

There 1s only one recourse; to umte as perfectly as possible with the
highest and purest light that one can conceive, to identify one's conscious
ness as completely as possible with the absolute Consciousness, to strive to
receive all mspiratlons from that Consciousness alone so as to foster as best
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one can its manifestation upon earth, and, trusting in its power, to regard all
events with serenity.

Since everything is necessanly mixed mn the present manifestation, the
wisest thmg is to do one's best, stnvmg towards an ever higher light and to
resign oneself to the fact that absolute perfection is for the moment un
realizable.

This is the crux of the problem of hfe and progress. For the time being, one
has to understand and accept that even our best efforts will brmg only partial
results and great endeavours wll achieve only fragmented success. This wll save
us from much pam and heart-break. Quietly to go on doing our best, in spite of
the rebuffs of the Evil Ones, and not to chafe or be impatient with the snail's
pace of achievement, was the Mother's way. She would put 1t into practice in
Pondicherry for six decades with a truly divine patience. Inwardly she prepared
herself with this total acceptance of the world and its given circumstances yet
wIth the resolve,

And yet how ardently must we always asp1re for that maccessible
perfection! ...

Part Twelve

On the path of sadhana all disturbance is a sure sign of some lack m our bemg
and is also an impediment on the path of perfection that the sadhak of Integral
Yoga pursues. Even m our smcere aspirations different shades of mixtures seep
in mvanably.

These mixtures vitiate and impede the flow and fulfilment of the aspiration.
It exasperates and depresses the sadhak whose constant refrain of self-reproach
1s that he 1s not bemg fully faithful to his ideals, that he Is betraying his Lord by
satlsfymg his small desires, the desues whose very existence is a betrayal. He
would hke to perform Herculean feats of sadhana and only then would his vital
bemg feel satisfied with itself. But this desue for a quicker march towards the
Highest can be detrimental to the progress ammed at. Nobody can run up the
snowy slopes of Everest and reach the top in one go. There are prolonged
periods of trammg and preparation needed, there is a necessity for acclimati
zat1on and for support parties and requisite paraphernalia. All seasoned moun
tameers know this and do not grudge the long years of trammg. Isn't the goal of
spmtual Un10n more difficult than chmbmg dozens of Everests one after
another?

The ideal mner condition or rather the true attitude is for the sadhak to
remam unperturbed m seemmg defeat and unexultant m seemmg victory. Each
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spirtual event 1s only a seeming, appearances m thus field of yoga can be
deceptive. A defeat may act as the needed springboard, or as a necessary help in
deflatmg the ego, and might thus be a prelude to a victory, while a victory, such
as a vIs1on or a sudden exalted state of consciousness, may spur the ego or mnduce
complacency, or bring back a great tamas mn the bemg, due to the inability of our
limited vital capacity. Thus we can be sure that the only sure sign of progress is a
complete lack of agitation m the bemg of the sadhak, a settled and unshakable
peace and silence.

On March 24, 1914, the Mother wrote mn her diary,

The result of all my reflections of yesterday 1s the fmndmng that the only
disturbance I experience comes from my fear of not havmg been or of not
bemng perfectly 1dent1fed wnth Thy law. And thus disturbance comes
precisely from the fact that the identrfcaton 1s not complete; for if 1t were, I
could not ask myself whether it 1s so and, on the other hand, as I know from
experience, all disturbance would become 1mpossnble for me.

But m face of an error or blunder, the true thought to have 1s not to say
to oneself, "I should have done better, I should have done this instead of
that", but rather "I was not sufficiently identified with the eternal
Consc10usness, I must stnve to reahse better this definitive and mtegral
un1on."

And this 1s the attitude in which hes true progress. The Mother once said
that when we act we must ask ourselves at each instant what 1s the wish of the
Divme in that matter When a problem crops up and a certam course of action
has to be chosen out of the possible many, we have just to ask ourselves what the
Mother would like us to do and then keeping this criterion in sight we can act
with peace mn our heart. If due to our vital and mental agitations we made a
mistake and did not understand the D1vine's Will, still we have acted in good
faith and we should qmetly lay both our success and failure at her feet, fully at
peace with ourselves, for our motives were selfless and we did the best we could.
The Mother has given an unfailing Mantra of action. She has said, "Don't try to
please yourself and don't try to please others, try to please only the Drvmne." If
we would divm1ze our hfe, then this one touchstone 1s sure, not only to throw
light upon the 1mpuntles which plague our action, but also to punfy them. If we
can keep this fact mn the front of our consciousness, we cannot stray too far

This lack of disturbance coupled with steadmess and control of thought are
the means by which the Mother achieves an identification wth the object of
thought. She further writes,

Yesterday afternoon, during those long hours of silent contemplation,
I understood at last what is meant by true 1dentf1cation with the object of
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one's thought. I touched this realisation, as it were, not by achievmg a
mental state but simply through steadiness and control of thought. I
understood that I would need long, very long hours of contemplation to be
able to perfect this realisation. This is one of the thmgs I expect from this
journey to Ind1a, if indeed Thou dost consider it useful for Thy service,
Lord.

My progress is slow, very slow, but I hope that in compensation it may
be lastmg and free from all fluctuation.

The Mother's thoughts turn agamn and agam towards India and what she
hopes to achieve there. And how surprising it 1s that she uses the words Thy
integral manifestation as her mission. One wonders yet again how the Twmn
Avatars arrived at the same goal though geographically so far apart. She wntes,

Grant that I may accomplish my mission, that I may help m Thy
mtegral mamfestation.

The ship sa1ls on towards Inda and the Gods must have been wating with
bated breath for ths meetng which would herald a New Creaton.

Part Thirteen

God-touch

There are some strateges that can help us in our aim of realising the Drvne.
Apart from the needed long-drawn out Tapasya, the millenmal effort, there is
somethmg else that can activate the Drvmne Grace on our behalf. That something
is the company of realised souls. If we can station ourselves by the side of the
roads frequented by true yogis, we wll, 1f we are sincere in our aspiration, reap
rich rewards.

There is a lovely story in the Ramayana, which tells of the tribal maiden
Shabari who aspired to have Sri Rama's darshan. She was low-born and dared
not approach the nearby Ashram, where many nshis led a life of extreme
Tapasya. Inexorably drawn to them, the young girl used to hide m the bushes
and watch the rishus and their activities. The rishis used to go, very early in the
mormng, to a nearby pond for bathing The footpath leading to the pond was
overgrown with kusha grass, a weed with sharp blades which must have lacerated
the feet of these nshis who never paid any attention to physical pain or
discomfort. One day the tender-hearted girl uprooted the weeds and smoothed
and cleaned the path. Next mormng when the rshus felt the soft soil underneath
their feet, they awoke to the fact that some unknown person had been servmg
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them. They cned out, "Who has cleaned the path of the weeds? Who is thus
stealmg the fruits of our sadhana? Come out." And then, at their explicit
command, Shaban had to come out. The rest of the story is too well-known to be
told here. The point we have to note is that by this proximity and loving service
Shaban gained a part of the ment which had accrued to the rshs by their
austerities and Tapasya.

The other well-known story is that of Bhola, the faithful servant of
Shankaracharya. Bhola was an illiterate man. One day, to break the pnde of his
great disciple Padmapad, Shankaracharya ordered Bhola to analyse one of the
most difficult sutras of grammar. At the command of his Guru, Bhola broke out
in inspired poetry. Hus shlokas are to thus day accepted as the greatest on the
subject.

These two stones vividly illustrate that by attaching ourselves to the Great,
by walkmg in their footsteps, our own limitations may be annulled. Of course, to
be effective, this attachment has to be smcere and without expectations. On
March 25, 1914 the Mother wrote mn her diary,

Silent and unseen as always, but all-powerful, Thy action has made
'itself felt and, in these souls that seemed to be so closed, a perception of
Thy divine light is awake. I knew well that none could mvoke Thy presence
in vain and if in the smcenty of our hearts we commune with Thee through
no matter what organ1sm, body or human collectivity, this organism mn sprte
of its 1gnorance finds 1ts unconsciousness wholly transformed But when mn
one or several elements there is the conscious transformation, when the
flame that smolders under the ashes leaps out suddenly illummmg all the
being, then with joy we salute Thy sovereign act1on, testify once more to
Thy 1vincible puussance and can hope that a new possibility of true
happmess has been added to the others m mankmd.

The Mother wrote this when she was on board the ship that was brmgmg her
to Pondicherry. Her fellow-travellers were a group of people more or less
unconscious, yet they had a special place in the Mother's heart who, as we have
seen, invoked the Lord several times on their behalf. There was a marvellous
response from the Lord. The unconsciousness of her fellow-travellers was wholly
transformed. Since the mvocat10n was made by the dvmne Mother, therefore
there was an inevitable descent of Grace and a new possblty of true happness
has been added to the others in mankind.

Throughout her hfe the Mother would carry on constantly and scrupulously
this role of a Mediatnx between the earth and its beings and the Supreme Lord.
That full advantage of this Grace was not taken is another matter. That day on
behalf of the travellers on the ship, to whom had been granted a new possblity
of true happiness the Mother thanked the Lord,
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0 Lord, an ardent thanksgivmg mounts from me towards Thee
expressmng the gratitude of this sorrowing humamty which Thou illummest,
transformest and glorifiest and givest to 1t the peace of Knowledge.

To Her, who attempted the unimaginable and achieved the impossible, we,
on our knees, bow mn eternal gratitude.

(To be contnued)
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AMONG THE NOT SO GREAT

I WRITE this about some old Ashramites-mteresting people, who I feel should
not be lost, buned in the past. I wnte of them for they are, or were, so garbed m
their ordinariness that their commg, gomg and even their short sojourn here
went unheralded, unnoticed and unsung. Maybe I use words too h1gh-soundmg,
but I would that you let that pass. They did not achieve anythmg great (mn the
usual sense of the word)-for no poetry, prose or philosophy spewed forth from
their mnards. They created no piece of art nor did they even put up a block of
masonry. But they achieved this-when you by chance thought of them a bubble
of joy rose from your stomach, tingled its way up l1ke a soda-mduced burp. What
more can one ask of another but this moment of joy? This 1s reason enough for
me to brmg them back from the past.

These that I mention here were quite closely associated with me, and I thunk
it would interest many who have not had the good chance to rub shoulders with
them, nor even see them, probably. Thus 1s a homely "Who-1s-who'

I start with Manibha1. He 1s no more. He hauled from Old East Afrca. He
was a Postmaster there, well respected for his work and as a person. He
happened to read some literature on Sri Aurobindo and the Ashram and decided
to come over-way back m 1929. He visited thus place and then pulled out h1s
African roots and set them here m 1930. He ventured out for a short duration,
but came back around 1945. That's when I first set my eyes on him. Before he
arrived here, he was, it seems, very fastidious as far as his dress was concerned.
When I saw him he was anything but fastidious (mn dress)-rather 1ts negaton.

He was a big, powerfully buult man, slow of speech and action, but sure of
both. The first look at him was not very reassuring. Big, dark, bushy eye-brows
with deep-set eyes, further deepened by high cheek-bones and a sharp nose
-nothmg to relieve the feeling of forebodmg-not until he smiled. His face
creased up and hus eyes shone and ht up the face. Thus was the outer man. He
was m charge of the Smithy. The Smithy was where now stands the Post Office
delivery section. A man of iron, he worked on the same metal. Let's now take a
peep inside-maybe you could fmd some gold 1

I go back a few years before I met Mambhai and recount at random a few
anecdotes of hs hfe. I have been told them by others who knew hum. They all
agreed upon this-that his smcerity was unquestionable as was his s1mphcity
complete. These two complemented each other to make a tremendous worker
but they often comphcated matters. I Just recount, you may draw your conclu
sions. In charge of the Smithy-as mentioned before-he adhered strictly to one
rule, "No chit from the Mother-No work"-as good a practice as any. One day
the Bakery Room lock was jammed, and it had to be opened to start the work
early to have the bread ready. So Manibha1 was called. He came, saw and shook
his head negatively, "No chit, so no work." The Mother could be seen only
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later-so? Mambhai was as obstinate as the lock What to do? Someone took up
courage, and did need quite a bit of it to rub Manbha the wrong way, and broke
open the lock. Mambhai was very displeased, to say the least. But the Mother
later sad it was alrght, so that appeased hum

Once even Pav1tra-da was at the receiving end. He wanted to get some work
done-and he dud not bring the Mother's chut. "No" was the answer, until the
Mother wrote that henceforth he could do Pavitra-da's work when he asked for
1t.

There was once a servant-strike at Padmasini-amma's, some trouble was
brewing (Electric Dept. where maids now wait, seekmg domestic work). The
Mother told Mambhai to go there and shout. He did just that, and the strikers
ran away. It seems sound could break walls, so why not a strike!

In those days the Bakery made loaves of bread of bigger dimensions
maybe a foot long, about 12cm-15cm broad and 8cm high tapermg towards both
ends and rounded up. It cut up to about 36 shces. Well, Manibhai would have
one of these loaves for dinner! No extra milk or vegetable. Ravmdraji offered
extra milk, but Manibhai would have none of it. He softened the bread mn water
and gulped it down. It seems someone told of this phenomenon to Sri Aurobindo
and he jokingly remarked, "Oh, humanly impossible!". When Mambhai heard
of 1t, he in hus simplicity and h1muted knowledge of Englush missed the "joke°'
part of it and thought to himself, "I am not human." He stopped eating the full
loaf. This was again reported to Sn Aurobindo. The Lord was moved and sent
someone to explam to Mambhai that the remark was all a joke, and he should
revert to hus old duet.

1945-Manbhai came back, changes were taking place-Harpagon got
started- so no old Smithy. He was now transported to Ambab1kshu Garden. At
that time it was considered a far-off place, a rural area, on the outskirts of
Pondy. He had a pet monkey which searched for hce in your hair 1f you put your
head mn front of rt. Once two bullocks were locked in a fight, Manibha1 pulled
them apart and was rewarded with a broken arm. He then shifted to Cazanove
and fmally to the third garden of Le Faucheur.

Le Faucheur consists of three gardens. Two are close to the main road. The
third is quite a way in, reached mn those days by a very sandy pathway, bordered
with cacti. (Now the road is tarred.) Once, as a group of us were going there
ploughing our way on cycles through the sand, Dhanavanti landed m the cacti.
Manibhai applied some age-old medicmal powder kept in an open earthen
saucer. She survived the treatment without complications. A tramed doctor
would have been mortified.

The third garden was actually a large field-a lonely place. Casuarma trees
filled most of 1t. A portion consisted of rice paddies. A number of coconut trees
bordered two s1des. The Arankuppam rver and 1ts back waters formed its
eastern border. A very picturesque place 1t was and still is. Near the entrance
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was the local crematorium Snakes mcluding some cobras co-existed with
Mambha1. The other citizens of the place were half a dozen dogs: Browme,
Mousy, Kakud1, etc. His and the dogs' abode was a small mud-walled hut - 3m x
4m. At the centre the thatched roof stood at maybe 2.5m You had to bend
double to enter. A charpoy (rope-cot) was the mam and only piece of furmture.
Pots and pans and a pnm1t1ve stove occupied one corner. The other corners were
filled with a few clothes, hurricane lanterns (1 or 2), 2-3 lathis of vanous sizes, a
coconut knife etc An old lady's cycle had also to fit m. The few clothes were the
simplest the Ashram supplied--dhotis, shirts and gamchas. He himself some
times fashioned and stitched an extra shirt out of a gamcha He Just folded 1t m
half, cut a hole for his head to go through and stitched up the sides (by hand)
leavmg a gap on either side to let his arms through. He remodelled a three-cell
torch into a six-cell one by bandagmg up a long tm to the ongmal barrel. The
swItch was a p1ece of GI wire. He hung rt when m use on one of hus shoulders
much like a sub-machine gun. His duties were only at mght as a watchman. You
can well 1magme the appant1on-a big dark man, lath mn one hand, the torch
hung on the other, draped mall those nondescript clothes. 3-4 dogs trailing him
completed the picture. Thus 1s how we met hmm when we went to help him out
after a paddy harvest or any such time when extra personnel were reqmred as
mght-watchmen or when we just chose not to waste a beautiful moonht mght at
home mn bed He received us with a warm "Hello, Captamn Mona". (Mona used
to be quute a nght-watchman mn hs younger days and led us on these mght
forays.) We entered his hut and he would offer us everythmg: tea, some blankets
(grven to hmm by some kmnd-hearted friend) and some pillows. The last were
gunny bags stuffed with coconut fibre and sawdust. If guests were more than the
pillows, he would gently say, "Kakud1, Mousy, please gve your pllows to the
guests." And our canine hosts would get up and go he under the khata. We
accepted such hospitality with as much sang froid as each could muster.
Personally I had no problems.

Norman Jr. and I were frequent v1s1tors to Le Faucheur. Mambha1 would
offer tea in a chipped old cup, along with hus brand of 'Rothr'. Roth1 was a th1ck
chappati-like affair made of dough which itself was Dmmg Room bread resoaked
(a reverse process). If Norman refused the Roth1 he would say "O, don't be so
British, come on, have one."

The lantern had a chimney like a Jigsaw puzzle of a dozen pieces stuck with
cement. I asked him why he couldn't get a new one. He smiled and asked me:
"Can you say the new one wll not break?' I just returned hus sm1le, having no
guarantee card for a chimney

The man was of such a brand, that when he said, "Batti, nothmg can happen
without the Mother's permuss1on, not a leaf can fall without Her permuss1on,""
one could well believe that he was convmced of 1t, whatever one's own belief.

One day I heard that he had fallen and broken his thigh bone He was taken
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to Madras to have it set nght and get a steel pm put m. The settmg was not well
done. He was m great pam and came back home, back to Le Faucheur, smilmg.
(By now he had a larger room with bnck walls and a tm roof.) He could not
walk, but was advised to do so. He set up a waist hugh parallel bars-lke
apparatus with casuanna poles to learn to walk. All his efforts failed. The pain
mcreased He used to drag himself on his seat, legs stretched out in front. He was
confined to hus hut For hus evacuation, he had a small pit dug in a corner of the
room, did the Job on some paper sheets, to be thrown out later The paper sheets
were of note-book s1ze, so I suppled hmm wth old newspaper-The Hndu. He
appreciated my help and remarked, "Bath, I get all the World-news and better
packets afterwards." The papers were of course a month or so out-dated. Some
time later, he suddenly left trymg. The declme was rapid, and soon on 12th
January 1967 he passed away without a npple We were 4 or 5 at his funeral.

What say you? Was he a great man or at least a man worth knowmg, worth
remembenng? He left nothing behmd-no book, no disciple, just fond memo
nes in a handful of people

(To be connued)
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THE RESURGENCE OF INDIAN CULTURE
IN THE LIGHT OF SRI AUROBINDO*

THERE 1s the call of the rishis of yore to the DIvmne in man:

"O Immortal, thou art born in mortals m the law of the Truth, of
Immortality, of Beauty. Born of the Truth, grow by the Truth-a King, a
Godhead, the Truth, the Vast."

Obviously, this 1s not the Truth that we understand or speak of. It 1s much
more profound, and yet very simple. It 1s the truth of our bemg, umted with the
Truth of Existence.

Recovering the secret of the Veda by his own spintual experience, and
hewmg the path for us not only to find this truth within us, but to manifest it in its
integrahty m our daily life, Sri Aurobmdo gives this call agam, leadmg us on the
perfect path of the Integral Yoga with the details of the journey fully charted out
in his two most mayor works, the philosophical manifesto, The Lafe Dvne and
the epic revelation of over 23,000 lines, Savtr. We read m thus poem:

All is too httle that the world can give:
Its power and knowledge are the gifts of Time
And cannot fill the spirit's sacred thirst ...

In an abysmal lapse of all thmgs bmlt
Transcendmg every penshable support
And jomnmng at last 1ts mighty origin,
The separate self must melt or be reborn
Into a truth beyond the mmnd's appeal ...

In absolute silence sleeps an absolute Power
Awaking, it can wake the trance-bound soul...

It can fashion m the clay God's perfect shape ...

Here to fulfil himself was God's des1re ..

Sri Aurobindo asserts mn unmistakable terms that the aum of spirituality 1s
not other-worldly. To merge into the Brahman, leaving the world as it is,
deeming 1t an 1llus1on, 1s an escape. But to unite with the Brahman in order to
bring the highest hght mto mind, life and body and transform these mstruments

• Talk given at the Consulate-General of India m New York on 19th September 1994
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of the Spint to fulfil God's purpose 1s a greater challenge and a more difficult
task. As Sri Aurobindo says, 'Thus world 1s the battlefield for hero1c souls, /
Where escape brings not the victory and the crown.'

This Is the central message of Indian culture. Let us see first what we mean
by culture and what Indian culture, in particular, has to offer to the world.

Culture has been vanously defmed by different people at different times m
the world's history. However, in its basic sense, 1t means the cultrvat1on of man's
consciousness, expressed through artistic creativity, social and political thought
and orgamsation, religious behef and practice.

Looking at the history of the world, we observe that as Man grows in his
consc10usness, he gams a greater mastery over himself and his environment, and
to the extent that he masters his lower animal mstmcts and refmes his nature and
life by deeper and nobler aspects of the Spmt, we see the beginnings of a highly
cultured and civilised humamty.

The whole aim of the greater culture 1s to elevate the consc10usness of Man
and to help him to exceed himself by knowledge and his reason, by the law of
good and umty, by the law of beauty and harmony, by some high law of his spirit,
and thus brng hum out of hs ego1st1c, material and unsprrtual existence.
According to Sri Aurobindo, if a civilisation has not any of these aims, 1t can
hardly at all be said to have a culture and certamly m no sense a great and noble
culture.

As Sri Aurobindo pomts out, the pnnciple, the essential character of Indian
culture 1s extraordmarily high, ambitious and noble-the highest that the human
spirit can conceive of. For, it considers life to be an opportunity given to Man for
the highest development of the Sp1rit. Indian culture holds that not only can Man
become consc10us of the Eternal, the infmite Reality, the Supreme, the
Brahman, but he can hve in the power of this knowledge, become divine in
knowledge, in wll, in act1on, and can dwell in the bliss of hs highest existence.

In other words, spiritual knowledge and experience have always been the
ultimate objective of Indian culture to which the soul of the people has been
directed by the Veda and the Upanishads and other spmtual literature of India.

It is commonly believed in India that when an individual embarks on the
path of Yoga, he has to renounce the world and the secular hfe. Well, true
spirituahty 1s not to renounce hfe for some other-worldly gain, but to make lfe
perfect for the d1vme mamfestation here, upon this very earth. If we study the
ancient Indian tradition, we find that the amm of the ancient Rishi was not only to
know God, but to know the world and hfe too Accordmg to Sri Aurobindo, the
Infmite has to be reached along with development mn the fimte.

It is true that Indian culture made a d1stmct10n between the knowledge of
the world and things as a preparatory lower knowledge and the knowledge of
Self and God as the higher knowledge smce the spintual life was considered to be
a greater way of existence towards which Man must ultimately grow. But 1t did
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not create a gulf between the two, nor did 1t reJect the world and life and its
matenal basis, and the value of 1ts knowledge.

It has been umversally acknowledged that India has attempted, achieved
and created with a umque sense of completeness and perfection in every field of
hfe's activities. Each department of hfe, each line of activity, each subject of
knowledge had its science. However, the highest crownmg note of all knowl
edge-even the atomic theory of the Vaishesh1kas-was spiritual knowledge and
liberation from the ego and its ignorance.

In Sri Aurobmdo's view, true happrness m this world is the nght terrestrial
aim of man, but true happmess lies m the fmding and mamtenance of a natural
harmony of spint, mmd and body. A culture is to be valued to the extent to
which it has discovered the nght key of this harmony and organised its life
accordingly. A cvlisaton must be judged by the manner m which all its
principles, ideas, forms, and ways of hvmg work towards bnngmg out that
harmony.

Sri Aurobindo is therefore equally concerned about the growth and
greatness of the race on earth, and duly examines the pragmatic, non-ascetic and
dynamic value of Indian culture and its power to meet the challenge of a
progressive life on earth. In hus priceless thesis, The Foundatons of Indan
Culture, he emphatically pomts out that no anti-vital culture can survive. There
must be a strong vital impulse, a force of development or some mnsp1ratuon for
the terrestrial endeavour of man Otherwise 1t would per1sh in the arduous
struggle of modern life.

Sn Aurobmdo offers us theretore a unique synthes1s of cultures of the East
and the West in his emphasis on the equal development of Spmt and Matter in
the hfe of Man. However, he does not want us to forget that the central
concept10n of Indian culture 1s that of the Eternal, the Spmt here encased in
Matter. As Sri Aurobmdo asserts, "It is India's foundrng of life upon rh1s exalted
concept10n and her urge towards the spmtual and the eternal that constitute the
dstnct value of her civilisation. And rt 1s her fdelty, with whatever short
commgs, to this highest ideal that has made her people a nation apart m the
human world "

Most often spmntualty 1s equated wth relg1on, but there 1s a considerable
difference between the two. The highest spirituality demands a freedom for its
growth far above the rgiduty of the religious form and dogma, 1mage-worsh1p
and ntuals. These may be necessary supports for man before he bmlds the
temple of God within, but not the ultimate means for hus hughest development.

Bes1des, spiritualty Is much wader than any particular religion and includes
mn 1ts scope the great aims of human life. All hfe 1s Yoga, says Sr Aurobmndo.

However, we must remember that there 1s a great difference between the
sp1ritual and the materal and mental view of existence The spintual arr would
be to reveal the greater thmgs concealed in man and Nature rather than express
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the 1maginaton of ordmary human hfe and Nature. The spintual ann of politics,
society, science, economy and other actrvt1es of lfe wall be to create conditions
w1thm which man can freely seek for and grow into his real self and drvmnuty. This
can help to make a collective advance towards the hght, peace, unity and
harmony

Sn Aurobmdo loved and worshipped India He had seen the transitional
stage of Indian society, when a sort of orthodox conservatism was trymg to
emerge. It was out of touch with the great facts of hfe and forces of progress and
vo1d of vision of the future. He was very much concerned about what India
would do with her independence.

After 1gnitmg m the rnmds of his countrymen an indomitable will for
complete mdependence by his fiery speeches, irrefutable articles and, above all,
by his inspmng example of selfless service and mtegnty of character, he left the
pohtical field to consecrate hs life to the resurgence of Indian culture in its true
spirit.

He wanted Inda to be great, noble, pure and worthy of her bug miss1on in
the world. He refused to let her sink to the sordid and vulgar level of blmd self
Interests and Ignorant prejudices, as the Mother sand.

He was aware of the mfluence of the western culture on India. He was
aware of the cns1s India and the world were bound to face. He accepted the
value of Science and Technology for the many advantages and opportunutes they
offered for human development, but he warned us agamst a blmd mutat10n of
the culture of Europe and Amenca, lest the perfection of machmery should not
allow the soul to remember that 1t 1s not itself a machme, and consequently make
life loveless and tnvial. He equally warned us agamst a bhnd reJection of all that
comes from the west, saying ''such an attitude would be mtellectually absurd,
physically impossible and above all, unsp1ritual. True spirituality rejects no new
hght, no added means or matenals of our human self-development "

He advised us equally to look drspassionately mnto our cultural 1deas, soc1al
forms, understandmg of relgon and see where they have lost the1r true sp1rit or
real significance, and whether they are m accordance with the facts of hfe and the
T1me-sp1nt. In other words, while remammg true to the sp1nt of our culture, we
must know how to be plastic to the call of a more lummous future and reshape its
forms.

Today, we hear a lot about the nse of Hinduism. What Is Hinduism? We
fight for 1t as if 1t were a dogmatic creed. In Sn Aurobmdo's view, 1t was a
mighty, eternal-sanatana-and umversal truth given as a charge to the Aryan
race to preserve through the ages. It 1s the Hindu rehgon only because the
Hmdu nation has kept 1t. But t 1s universal relgon which embraces all others.
We forget that 1f a religion is not umversal, 1t cannot be eternal.

Now, who is an Aryan? It is one who combmes m himself the qualities of a
Brahmm, Kshatnya, Va1shya and Shudra. It ts one who thrsts for and knows the
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Truth. It is one who fights for the Truth with courage, chivalry, honour and
nobility. It 1s one who bnngs the nches, develops and uses all that he has with
Industry, skull, generosity and beneficence for the development of all that 1s true,
good and noble. It 1s one who serves the Truth with humility IO a lovIOg service of
the Drvine. This 1s an Aryan.

Sri Aurobmndo reminds us that India recogmsed the authority of spintual
expenence and knowledge but she recogmsed still more the need of vanety of
spiritual experience and knowledge An alert readiness to acknowledge new
hght, capable of enlargIOg the old tradition has always been characteristic of the
religious mind of India. The atheist and the agnostic were free from persecution
in India. Buddhism and Jaimsm were allowed to exist freely. Judaism and
Christiamty were admitted equally. It admitted light from all quarters, while
conservIOg its own. An assimilation of the truth of other religions, IOcluding the
Islamic teaching, could freely take place and be practised IO India.

As Sr Aurobmndo says, 'This 1s the one religion that can triumph over
materialism by including and anticipating the discoveries of science and the
speculations of philosophy. It is the one religion whch impresses on manknd the
closeness of God to us and embraces IO its compass all the possible means by
which man can approach God... It is that wider Hinduism, which is not a
dogma .... For, its real, most authoritative scripture 1s 1n the heart, IO which the
Eternal has its dwelling. And it 1s mn our inner spintual experiences that we shall
find the proof and source of the world's scriptures, the law of knowledge, love
and conduct.. .. "

It 1s thus spirit of Hmnduusm and Indian culture whuch commands reverence
everywhere and is the greatest spiritual force of the world and the hope of the
spmtual resurrection of humamty.

Sr Aurobmndo sees India as a conscious formation of the divine Shakti who
preserves the Knowledge that preserves the world. The ancient nsh1s always
IOVOked the true Self, the Spmt within us, the knower of the Truth and it 1s from
the sacred sod of India that their call went forth.

"Seers of truth are you; sharpen the shIOmg spears with which you cut the
way to that which is Immortal; knowers of the secret planes, form them, the
steps by which the gods attaIOed to Immortality."

It was by the spiritual hght that India possessed the world. The sacred
literature of the Vedas and the Upanishads IOfluenced the mystics all over the
world. In Amenca, Emerson found in them an answer to questions perplexing
mankind. Thoreau who influenced Gandhiyi found his inspiration IO the Vedas
whose hght, he said, illumined him. The famous American historian Will Durant
and many European scholars have discovered the mfluence of Indian philosophy
on Greek philosophers, including Plato.
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As sIster Nrvedrta said: "India Is the Alter of God on which His undying fire
bums to keep aflame people's upward aspirations. It 1s the sacred and unifying
force of the place that shapes a people into a nation, a distinct group, intended to
fulfil a purpose of God "

The Mother, collaborator of Sn Aurobmdo in his spintual work, who
adopted India as her spmtual country, says that in the whole creation the earth
has a place of distinction as an evolutionary planet wnth a psychic entty at 1ts
centre. On the earth, Inda is a country with a distinct muss1on to lead human1ty
to peace, harmony and a new world order on the basis of the Truth of Existence
She says that Inda rs the country where the psychc law can and must prevail and
the time has come for that. Besides, it 1s the only possible salvation for the
country, whose consciousness has unfortunately been warped by the mfluence
and dominat10n of a foreign nation, but which, in spite of everything, possesses a
umque spuitual hentage. India must wake up to her true heritage mstead of
imitating the West m her blmd ambition to become a matenalistic power and
consequently become neglectful of her soul.

We know that m India there is a continuous-almost unbroken-spuitual
quest and a heritage. The spmtually mspired epics of the Ramayana and the
Mahabharata still contmue to wm the heart of India as it was recently proved
during their television senals on Sunday mormngs. During the hour of this show,
the roads were deserted, empty, still. The houses were clean with mcense
burning and lamps ht. The doors were open for all who wished to share this joy
as of a livmg presence of God. Where else can you behold this reverence?

Yet, at the same time, we find on the other hand, corruption and cnme on
the mcrease Maybe, the night is darkest before the Dawn. The Mother said
hopefully: "India has become the symbolic representation of all the difficulties of
modern mankmd. India will be the land of its resurrection"-the resurrection to
a higher and truer hfe.

The holocaust mn Uganda, m Afr1ca, mn Bosnia, in Russia, v10lence in
Kashmir, the incredible crimes in the most hughly developed nations-no matter
where we throw a glance, remmd us that we have not yet solved the problem of
war and peace with the end of the Second World War and the s1gmng of the
charter of the Umted Nations.

There is a beautiful aphonsm of Sri Aurobmdo m which he succinctly
explains the s1tuaton: "Wherefore God hammers so fiercely at the world,
tramples it hke dough, casts it so often into the blood-bath and the red hell-heat
of the furnace? Because humamty in the mass 1s still a hard, vile ore which will
not otherwise be smelted and shaped".

The motto of UNESCO, one of the specialised agencies of the United
Nations, reads: "Wars are created in the minds of men, and it ism the minds of
men, therefore, that the defences of peace must be constructed." This 1s mdeed a
good effort with a smcerity of purpose, but as SnAurobindo would say:-This is
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a constitutional ignorance in the sense that we are ignorant of "the true
constitution of our being and take mmd, lite and body for our true pnnc1ple of
lIVing. We are ignorant of that occult presence which determmes what we are.
We take our surface bemg for our whole existence. We are ignorant of our large,
complex beingour mnconscrent, subconscient, mntraconscient, circumconscrent
and superconscent parts of bemg." Sn Aurobmdo evidently goes much deeper.
He fully analyses thus problem mn The Lafe Divne and The Ideal ofHuman Unty.

As the supreme psychologist the world has ever known or will ever know, he
tackles 1t at its roots. And bemng conscous of the drvmne destiny towards which
Man 1s constantly compelled to move by progressive forces of evolutionary
Nature, he gives us hus ms1ght:

At present, mankmd 1s undergomg an evolutionary crisis mn whch is
concealed a choice of its destmy; for a stage has been reached m which the
human mind has acheved in certamn directions an enormous development,
while mn others, 1t stands arrested and bewildered and can no longer find its
way

Sn Aurobmdo explams to us m extraordinary detail that 1t 1s not by the
machinery of laws or even by the education of mmd that man can change. Man is
a complex being, with hus roots mn the inconscient phys1cal matter, lvmng a lfe
besieged by turbulent vital desires, passions and ambitions and a mind, however
rational, enlightened and spiritualised, but still egocentnc and divisive by its very
nature and principle and therefore imperfect and limited m 1ts power to change
life.

It is only 1f he rises to the next stage of evolution of Consciousness and
bnngs the hght, power and bliss of the Supramental or Truth-consciousness in
body, life and mmnd that he can be umversahsed and transformed This is a
unifymg consc10usness where neither ignorance nor error can exist. It has the
vision of the whole mn 1ts totality of time and space and the knowledge of its parts
in thelf umque individuality and their relation to each other in the context of the
whole. Ths 1s the key to the nddle of this world, perplexed and paralysed by self
centred urges and ambitions, resulting in chaos, pam and suffenng

We have gone through many revolut10ns, social. economic, pohtical-revo
lutons even in education. science and technology, not to speak of cultural
revolution. But the spiritual revolution awaits its hour. Let us not linger too
long. For, this 1s the hour of God as the Mother remmded us long ago, when she
gave this call: "Men, nations, continents! The ch01ce is imperative: Truth or the
Abyss."

We already see that humamty, bewildered and struggling to come out of the
chaos, has arrived at an acute state of tension and restlessness when it must
either break through its resistance to change or perish. It is given a chance to
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transcend the egocentric consciousness and evolve mto superhumamty or fall
back mto the abyss of ignorance and destroy itself as m Atlantis.

The fragmentation of Man we see today is the result of a one-sided
development of hus being, which 1s responsible for the crisis mn every field of lfe,
creatmg chaos everywhere. It is important therefore to know the complete
psychology of Man and the process of evolution 1f we wish to give hum an
education for the development of his full potentialities m accordance with his
drvne destiny and the purpose of existence m the full knowledge of the drvmne
intention and will behind it. This alone, Sri Aurobindo afftrms, can give us a key
to change the conditions of our life and the circumstances under which we live.

A perfect world, he remmds us, cannot be created by men who are
themselves imperfect, nor can we change the conditions m which we live without
changmng our egocentric and dvsive mental consciousness to the Truth-con
sc1ousness or Supramental Consciousness, as Sri Aurobmdo calls it.

The realisation of this consciousness 1s an mevitable necessity of Nature, the
irresistible Divine Will and mtention in the world. We are called to participate m
this great adventure and collaborate with this aim of Nature.

Tracmg the evolut10n of consciousness from Matter to Man, Sn Aurobindo
asserts that there is no reason why this progressive evolution should halt at such
an imperfect creation as Man, who cannot solve the problems created by himself,
resulting mn utter chaos, 1n spite of hs hghest mental development, superb
scientific discovenes and unprecedented technological achievements. This
possibility was seen by the ancient rishis. We have an inspinng hymn in the
Upanishads, with an mvocation:

Hzrm;mayena piitrena .satyasyiipihitarh mukham
Tat tvam pusannapavrnu satyadharmiiya dr#aye

"The face of Truth is covered with a bnlliant golden lid; that do thou
remove, 0 Fosterer (the Sun of the divme illummation who enlarges and opens
our being mto a lummous and infinite consciousness), for the law of Truth, for
sight."

On the bass of his own realisation of the Supramental or Truth-conscious
ness, the ascent towards it is descnbed by Sn Aurobmdo in all the minute details
of the path m his magnificent epic, Savtr In The Life Dzvme, too, Sn
Aurobindo puts before us in a most enlightening way the Divine Plan and the
purpose of existence as vouchsafed to him and experienced by him.

We feel convinced that the evolution of a superconsc1ent Spurt out of
inconscient Nature is the key-word of the earth's riddle. Evolution of con
sc10usness must contmue till 1t manifests the supreme Truth-consciousness with
its omniscient knowledge, unerring will, mvincible power, pure deathless love,
unalloyed beauty, harmony and mvanable self-existent bliss. Sri Aurobindo has
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given us the perfect path of the Integral Yoga which helps us to fmd the guru and
the guide within so that each of us can follow the law of our nature in the hght of
the truth of our being and transform it mto the being of God within.

We hear the same RIgveduc call agamn: "Become high-uplifted, O Strength,
pierce all veils, manifest m us the things of the Godhead". The fire-seeds of
aspuation for this highest aim were sown by the rishs mn the soil of India. The
soul of India is conscious of this Truth and keeps the flame of human aspuation
for a divine lfe on earth ever burning.

Sri Aurobindo fmds the Rtgvedic Age to be the Age of Intuition when the
highest truth of existence was intuitively perceived by the rishis and revealed m
the riks of the Veda. It is possible that after an mntensrty of search, a certam
period of fatigue and relaxation had set in, during which the old truths were
partially lost. It was difficult to recover them since the language in which the
hymns were couched was deliberately ambiguous And the Veda became a mass
of myth and ritual.

Sn Aurobindo rediscovers the secret of the Veda by shedding on the Vedic
terms and symbolisms a light which is quite different from that of Sayana. He
gives his interpretat10n with the help of h.is own spuitual expenences and
realisations. As we read him we fmd a constant image of the journey of the soul
on the path of Truth. As it advances and ascends on the path, new vistas of light,
power and bliss open before us. With Sri Aurobindo we realise that the RigVeda
is a book of the Work of works-the inner and outer sacrifices-a hymn of the
soul's battle and victory as 1t ascends to higher and hgher planes of con
sciousness and discovers the nches-the treasures of the Divine Light, Power
and Bliss-inaccessible to the ammal man or those m the grip of then lower
nature.

Sri Aurobindo says: "Man, In the Indan 1dea, 1s a divinuty and an eternal
existence; an mextmgmshable spark of the supreme Fue ... a spmt veiled m the
works of energy, moving to self-discovery, capable of Godhead. The natural
half-animal creature that for a while he seems to be is not his whole being, nor
his true bemg." This half-conscious andmconscient basis must be discovered and
mastered; the lower nature must be refmed and transformed; the body, life and
mind must be fully developed, but only to be mtegrated as the mstruments of the
Spmt.

To be shut up for ever mn hs ego 1s not his ultimate perfection; he can
become a umversal soul, one with the supreme Unity, one with others, one with
all beings. Thus 1s the hugh sense and power concealed m hus humanity that he can
asp1re to this perfection and transcendence. This is the am therefore proposed to
hum by Indian culture.

Sri Aurobindo asserts that to be ourselves is our aim. But we are only partly
ourselves. The Divinity within Man still remains veled, of which we must first
become conscious. To be integrally aware of all the truth of one's bemng 1s to have
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the mtegral force of one's being. This 1s the essence of spiritual knowledge and
power of consciousness without whch we remain ignorant and imperfect mn being
and mn act1on

The spmtual perfection which opens before Man is the crown of a long,
patient, millenmal outflowermg of the spint mn life and nature through many
rebirths. All that 1s demanded of us 1s not somethmg far-off and distant. It 1s an
evolution of our own mnate and latent power of consciousness, which can bring
about a hfe of umty, mutuality and harmony from a deeper and wider truth of
our being by a self-revelation of the fullness of the godhead seated w1thm. To
become consc10us of his inner d1vm1ty and to exceed himself is the greatness of
whch he 1s capable He 1s a livmg laboratory where the Divine Craftsman can
work out a divine transmutation with hus collaboration.

The work of the renaissance mn India therefore must be to make this spirit,
the higher view of hfe, the sense of deeper potentiality once more a creative,
perhaps a dominant power mn the world.

Do we have the will and sincenty to take this leap mto the future? For, after
all, as Sri Aurobindo clearly puts before us the chmce, "It 1s the will in the being
that gives to circumstances their value.... If the will in a race or crvilsat1on is
towards death, 1f it clings to the lassitude to decay and laissez-fare.. if 1t ins1sts
bhndly upon the propensities that lead to destruction... nothmg, not even
abundant strength and resources and mtelligence .. and constantly offered
opportunities wll save 1t from an mnev1table disintegration or collapse. But if
there comes to rt a great faith in 1tself and a robust wll to live and ach1eve, 1f 1t 1s
open to things that shall come, wllmg to seize on the future and what it offers
and strong enough to compel it ... it can draw from adversity and defeat a force of
mvincible victory and rise from apparent helplessness and decay as a mighty
flame of resurgence to the hght of a more splendid hfe. This 1s what Indian
c1vihsation must now arise to do as 1t has always done in the eternal strength of
its spirit."

As the Mother says, 1t 1s the Hour of God when all is pressing towards
change and reconstitut10n. One has an exceptional pnv1lege of participating in
the creation of this New World, this beautiful world of Delight, waiting at our
gate for our call to come down upon earth and mamfest all the glory and
splendour of God.

KAILAS JHAVERY



A PLUNGE INTO THE UNKNOWN

ENCOUNTERS WITH THE UNEXPECTED

(5)

THE Ashram life here has two currentsouter and mnner. Only those who can
keep contact with the 10ner current are aware of the constant D1v10e Presence
here. They can know many things that others cannot.

Those who have true s10cerity do not need outer ntuals. W1thm a few
minutes or even a few seconds they can have an mnner contact with the D1vine
and the needed gmdance. The Mother herself said so My own experience 1s also
the same. Often the inner happemng precedes the outer happening. I am giving a
personal example:

In 1954 on 20th February at mght something happened and I felt that I was
facing death. :My psychic be10g was very active at that time. I was completely
fearless, got an 10spirat1on from w1th10, got up from my bed, switched on the
table-lamp and wrote a poem m Bengal entitled "Face to Face with Death".
Given below Is an adaptation 1n English mn simple prose:

While standing face to face with death, with my last call to Thee, Mother
Div10e, I shall say that even 1f I get lost on this bank of the nver of death, I shall
continue to proceed on the other.

"Let the new Age appear on the earth, let Thy divme Work be accom
plished. I consider only That to be my fortune, what does it matter 1f my body 1s
reduced to ashes?

"I shall swim across the nver of death with consummate ease, for I know
defimtely within me that Thou art there on the other side too "

The 10spirat1on was so strong that I took only a few m10utes to write the
three stanzas of the poem. Then the mnspration stopped. I too stopped my pen
and went back to my bed.

I was much surpnsed when in the mormng, the Mother dunng her Darshan
of 21st February d1stnbuted a message entitled by her"The Fear of Death and
the Four Methods of Conquenng 1t." It corroborated my own expenence at
night. Out of the four methods one was fanth mn the DIvine which I adopted
spontaneously

On return10g to my room I got fresh 10spirat1on and added the fourth stanza
to complete the poem:

And yet, I shall not des1re death with some selfish mterest. If rt comes wth
the Divmne's Will behind 1t, may I welcome 1t without fear "

I have had many such expenences. I have always noticed that the vanous
messages distributed by the Mother on varous occasions, Including the New
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Year messages, had for me a great significance and I was always benefited by
them.

While thmkmg about New Year messages of the Mother, I JUSt chanced
upon a talk by her (Ref. Mother India, April 24, 1956, pp. 2-3) of which I had
taken notes in my diary. Whle speaking about the s1gnfcance of dates the
Mother says·

"The way of frammg a calendar is a convention. If the convention is made
general, as there is an attempt now to do, it can become a very powerful
format10n. But m order to become significant for many, many must fust accept
it. I mean by a formation an image infused with a force that makes it something
livmg, an image which can be used as a symbol. There are people who may form
images and use them as symbols, but all is done only for themselves, as m the
case of dream-symbols. These are purely subjective and vahd in so far as these
people are personally concerned.

"But if your calendar is adopted by almost the whole of mankind, then the
symbol is capable of actmg upon a very wide field. You can act upon the major
population through this formation.... The thmg itself has no value. Its value
depends upon the use you make of 1t.... "

I shall start with the New Year message of 1949 when I came to the Ashram
for the first time to have Sri Aurobindo's darshan. The message of that year was:

"Lord, on the eve of the New Year I asked Thee what I must say. Thou hast
made me see two opposite poss1b1lutes and grven me the command to keep
silent."

What were the "opposite poss1blrtes" need not be conjectured by us. We
had better leave them between Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother themselves.

For me personally, however, it was a cho1ce of my path The choice of my
psychic being was fmal and irrevocable My outer being, however, was not fully
prepared at that time to take the plunge Immediately.

However, after the new discovery our Impulse was to publicize our new
discovery. My elder brother arranged with the 'Pathamandu' at Calcutta to open
a book-stall at Santiniketan during the annual fair which occurred in the third
week of December for four days. We made our stall qmte attractive with
messages of Tagore, Sri Aurobmdo and the Mother Incense sticks were burnmg
mside and created a holy atmosphere. Many people, both inmates of Sant1
nuketan and outsiders were coming mnif not to purchase, at least to have a look
at thmgs A very big scholar from Calcutta, who came to Santmniketan on the
occasion as a chief guest, also entered our stall. He remarked that Sn
Aurobindo's books were difficult to understand. He picked up a copy of Dibya
Jban, a Bengali translation of The Life Dvine, opened at random a page and
challenged us to explam a sentence therein. We humbly refused to take up his
challenge! However, the sale was qmte good among the not so educated people
and the same DzbyaJiban was purchased by a student of Santimketan! Some
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Kalabhavan students came and enqmred 1f the book The Natonal Value of Art
by Sr Aurobmndo was avalable They sad: " 'Mastermoshar' (Nandalal Bose)
has asked us to read the book." But the book was out of pnnt at that time On
the whole, our stall was qmte successful.

But one inc1dent occurred at that tmme for whuch I still repent. As 1t was a
fair, so many types of people-nch and poor, educated and uneducated--came
to our stall One day a poor village girl was lookmg at the photographs of Sn
Aurobindo, the Mother and the Ashram. Apart from the books, photographs
also were being sold She chose a photograph of the Mother taken long ago,
perhaps m Paris Naturally, the Mother's and Sr Aurobindo's latest photographs
were not available at that time. She asked the prce I still remember clearly that
1t was prced at eight annas. The grl sad: "I have only a four-anna com with me;
can't I get the photograph?" I rephed: "How can that be?" There were many
other customers I had to attend to at that time I did not notice when the girl was
gone. After some time I remembered her. I thought"She is a poor village girl;
perhaps her parents had given her that coin to enjoy herself in the far, and there
are so many attractive thmgs to buy m a fair-vanous playthings, attractive
coloured pictures, mouth-watenng eatables etc , etc and out of all that she
chose to buy the photograph of the Mother about whom she had no idea at all!
Who gave her the inspiration? It must be her psychc bemg."

I felt a wrench w1thm. Why didn't I pay the extra pnce out of my own
pocket? I wanted to mend my mistake. I requested one of my companons to
look after the stall and myself went round the fa!f lookmg for that girl-but no, 1t
was too late, mn the big crowd she was lost forever! "A stitch m time saves
nine"-thus goes the proverb. The opportumty of takmg a correct step mn tmme 1f
lost may not present itself agam It was a great lesson of my hfe.

Another mc1dent in another bookstall has also left a deep 1mpress1on on my
mind. There was an exhub1ton wthn the precmncts of the Med1cal College at
Calcutta. The Pathamandr opened a bookstall there and requested me to serve
as one of the volunteers. I compiled with the wish

Here too, along with the big doctors ordmary people came to see the
exhibition. So far as I can recollect, 1t was 1n 1952 Our Dr. Sanyal had already
left Calcutta and settled in the Ashram at Pondicherry He was a very famous
surgeon, and many eyebrows were raised among the doctors at his leaving his
med1cal profess1on at Calcutta. Many doctors asked us about hum. Those who
spend much on luxunes of hfe commented that the pnce of the books were very
high. Those who were scholars commented that Sr Aurobmndo's books were
very difficult to understand. One young doctor, however, said that he knew
nothing about Sn Aurobmdo and requested us to select a few books for him
which we did, and he was happy

One evening a qmte ordmary-lookmg man, evidently very poor, came to
our stall. He took up one Bengah book named Matnbam-1t was a small one
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contammg some words of the Mother m translat10n-went through a few pages
and then asked for the pnce of the book I still clearly remember that the book
was priced at twelve annas. He thought for a moment, untied a knot 1n a corner
of his dhoti, poured down all the corns tied therem and started counting Wonder
of wonders! 1t came to exactly twelve annas! He gave all that, nothmg more
remained wth hmm, held the book. hs pr1zed possession, close to his chest and
slowly moved away.

These are the lessons of life I can never forget. These two incidents brought
me closer to the Mother and I remam ever grateful to that poor girl and this poor
man for grvmng me great lessons of life

6

Don't speak. Act.
Don't announce. Reahse

This was the new year message of the year 1950. Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother
have always enlightened mankmd through personal exampie rather than mere
words. It seems that Sri Aurobmdo had already taken the decrs1on of leavmg his
body and thus was one of the "two extreme poss1b1lutes" mentoned n the new
year message of 1949 Without speakmg he acted, without announcmg he
realised what he wanted.

Fortunately for me I had the last two darshans of Sn Aurobmdo of which I
have already wntten m Mother India. I have wntten therem some of my
expenences of the penod Now I am gomg to wnte about some more

I had been watchmg every activity, every movement of the Mother, as far as
1t was poss1ble for me to do so as a vIs1tor. Her dauly acuvty started with the
Balcony Darshan Then at about 9 a m. she gave blessmgs to everybody with
flowers. That time was utulzed also by departmental heads of the Ashram to
consult her on many matters. Otherwise she spoke very little

I had been watchmg her vanous modes of blessmg people. It was fascmatmg
to me She always blessed Kapal Sastry by placmg and pressmg both of her
palms on the two sides of his head, near his temples, and concentrated for some
time with her eyes closed. To Dl1p Roy and Anlbaran her rght hand would be
placed on the centre of thelf heads, as they bowed down. To some others at the
back of their heads With Nohmda, after puttmg flowers mto his hands, she often
d1scu5sed something or other. Amal Kiran always took the Mother's nght hand
mto his own hands and bowmg down a httle touched his forehead on the back of
her hand while concentratmg tor a very bnef while. The Mother too concen
trated.

With some, particularly with some grown-up girls, she exchanged a silent
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message through flowers and looks. A girl's face looked as 1f she would start
weepmg. The Mother placed her own palm on hers and shook 1t a httle. The girl
was consoled. The Mother was sweetness itself when she blessed the children. I
do not remember exactly whether 1t was m 1950 or 1952 or 1953, when
Surendranath Jauhar's httle son (Kake) was so httle that Tara had to hft him up
so that the Mother could pm a rose on his sh1rt. The Mother looked the very
picture of softness and sweetness.

When all was over she would gve Champaklal, her helper, a smiling glance
along with some flowers and then walk qmckly up the staircase. What was the
cause of her hurry? Perhaps she was eager to meet Sn Aurobmdo, her Lord-I
thought.

At about 12.30 p.m there was the 'Garden Darshan'. The Mother would
come down wuth Kamala-ben by the staircase near the garage wth some trays of
'Sohc1tude' flowers and a few other flowers. A small gathenng waited m the
garden One by one they would come before her, keepmg some distance m
between The Mother would throw towards each a flower and he or she would
catch 1t. Some failed to catch and then would pick 1t up from the ground I too
JOmed this small group. Am1yo Ganguly and Arnn Ganguly would come m the
end. The Mother would give only to them a tnangular v10let-coloured flower--of
course by throwmg. This ntual would go on daily I was cunous to know the
name of that particular flower and afterwards came to know that 1t was 'D1vme
Presence'.

I longed to have the flower. One day I tned to play a tnck with her. When
she had been giving the 'Solicitude' flower I did not go as usual. I waited in a
corner. In the end when she was p1ckmg up that particular flower I suddenly
appeared before her. On seemg me the Mother qmetly placed the flower back m
the tray and threw to me a 'Sohc1tude' flower I got a message from withm
-"Whom do you want to cheat-the D1vme?"

After that mncdent, one day I mussed the catch whuch I had never done
before. And yet the flower did not fall on the ground, 11 was stickmg mto a fold
of my cuff I got another message from within -"You may faal the DIvmne but
the D1vme will never fall you." In fact, after that day almost half a century has
passed and the Divme has never faded me. Otherwise I would not have lved so
long.

On Lakshm1puJa day m 1950 she came to the Playgroundma gold and green
salwar-kameez. And that day she was lookmg more dazzhngly beautiful than
ever. Lakshmupuya day mn Bengal always had a spec1al charm for me with 1ts full
moon mght. As a matter of fact, the whole autumnal season has a special charm
when the golden sun passes hus magc wand over the refreshingly green meadows
of Bengal. The Mother's costume reminded me of my sunny and greeny and
dreamy autumnal days m Bengal. Spmtually speakmg, the sun 1s the symbol of
Truth and the green colour the symbol of Life. When the Sun of Truth touches
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and transforms our hfe, our hfe becomes the hfe divme.
At about 9 a.m the Mother was to give the Mahakali blessmgs from the

Meditat10n Hall. After breakfast I went back to my room and addressed a letter
to that Mahakah aspect of the Mother. I prayed to her to free me from all
impurities of nature even if that meant for me ternble suffermgs. Sri Aurobmdo
was still in hus body, and I beleve thus letter was brought to hus notce also.
Durmg her blessmgs the Mother gave to each one a packet of dned petals of red
and double Pomegranate flowers (The DIvmne's Love). Sn Aurobindo writes m
his book, The Mother, about Mahakah:

"The impulses that are swift and straight and frank, the movements that are
unreserved and absolute, the aspirat10n that mounts m flame are the motion of
Mahakal. Her spint 1s tameless, her vs1on and wll are hugh and far-reaching
lke the flight of an eagle, her feet are rap1d on the upward way and her hands are
outstretched to stnke and to succour. For she too is the Mother and her love is as
mtense as her wrath and she has a deep and passionate kmdness."

The rest of my experiences of that year m the Ashram have been described
m my article m Mother India (May 1994).

Unhke Mahalakshmi and Mahakali, the Maheshwan aspect of the Mother
v1sits me rarely. But with Mahasaraswat I have a dally contact. I have a
passionate love for perfection in my work.

I first came to know about these four Powers of the Mother from my father
m 1941, long before I came to Pondicherry. But he too at that time did not know
that She who incarnated those four Powers and much more was the Mother of
the Ashram. My father was Immersed in The Mother and The Life Dvne. We
were on a summer sojourn on the hill station of Kurseong. One day, in the
evenmg, as I was walkmg alone, I left the cart road, went a httle down-hill, chose
a secluded spot and sat down meditatmg with eyes open All was calm and quuet,
the hazmess of the eventide made everythmg mystenous-the hills and moun
tains all around, the valley below, the sky above, the tall trees, the humble huts,
the pretty cottages-all was pervaded by a mysterious Presence which could be
felt but could not be descnbed. If my own existence was true, that Presence was
as true- f not more.

Late m the evenmg when I returned home, I asked my father: "Why do
some people limit God mn formlessness? Can't He man1fest Hmmself through
forms? Of course He is not hmited by forms, at the same time He is not hmited
by formlessness either." My father supported my pomt of view and told me for
the first time what he had read m Sn Aurobmdo's book The Mother-"the four
aspects of the Mother".

My faith and endeavour m discovermg God-in-form was first rewarded m
1949 and smce then ever and anon. What I saw m SnAurobmdo and the Mother
was ummagmable before.

In this connect10n I remember two more of my expenences m 1947 in
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Darjeeling Although I could not see the world's hghest summut, Mount
Everest, I was fortunate to have quute a number of views of the glorious
Kanchanyangha during sunnse. I was transported to a realm of pure gold and
silver, and with the Himalaya's heaven-pointing peaks my asp1raton for the
highest Truth and purest Spunt rose higher and higher. Mountamn peaks are a
symbol of human aspirat10n as the sun is the symbol of Truth and Grace. The
very first few words of Sn Aurobmdo's book The Mother, speaks of this
aspiration and Grace Aspiration calls, Grace answers.

We returned from Darjeeling to S1lgun by a taxi. The tax1-dnver was a
Gorkha hill-man-a very efficient dnver. Our motor-car was commg down at a
great speed simply by the force of gravitation and how ea&ily our dnver was
negotiating the dangerous U-turn bends! I wondered at his efficiency. And at the
same time I was expenencmg w1thm me a tremendous delight of descent!
Perhaps my soul felt the same kmnd of dehght when it took its first plunge towards
the earth. Or else, ask the waterfalls and the mountamn-streams, they too will
reply mn the same language when they rush towards the ocean with a mad joy
overcoming a thousand hurdles on their course. There is a delight in ascent,
there 1s a dehght in descent too! Otherwise why do Buddhas and Shankaras after
attammg salvation run down towards mortal bemgs? Sn Aurobmdo's poem
'Ascent' is complemented with 'Descent' His Yoga has these two aspects. The
mountam-peak says-"One without a second", the ocean says"All these,
indeed, are the Brahman."

I have heard that the Mother hked the mountams but Sn Aurobndo hked
the ocean. Qmte possible. Are they not the two faces of the same Divme
Avatar

(To be continued)
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UNTIMELY DEATHS
IN the present world the constant chaos, fast life, multifaceted disharmomes and
collisions cause contmuous countless untimely deaths. These may be due to
natural calamities or traffic fatalities or mdustnal casualties, lethal accidents at
home, wars, murders, manslaughters, suucdes or fatal diseases

The people who otherwise would have hved reasonably long lives are
abruptly cut off Such untimeiy deaths can only be taken lightly by gvmng
philosophical explanations or interpretmg them from theoretical standpoints.
"His soul decided to leave hus body, that was hs destiny, a matter of the soul's
choice, a karmic compulson, an experience that was a 'must' for the soul''so
on and so forth.

This 1s all true enough but there 1s much more to 1t. Such untimely deaths let
loose disruptive forces on earth and further tighten death's gnp over it One can
almost say that death is bemng allowed to masquerade as the soul's choice or as a
karmic compulsion.

ln the process of world-change and the ultimate endmg of death on earth
untimely deaths have to stop first.

The Integral Yoga has to extend its power of conquest over death to the
whole world and work out solutions. The Integral Yoga can do this because it is
filled with the Avatar-consciousness of Sn Aurobmdo. The soul's choice and the
karmic compulsions are but rules of the game whch the ultimate supremacy that
we know as Sn Aurobindo and the Mother can change. We must, with our love,
devotion and aspiration persuade them to so act through the Integral Yoga, that
they work out an end of all untimely deaths. Our plea should be that they so
focus their light on earth that earth gets cured of the chrome disease of untimely
deaths which it has suffered from time nnmemonal

Will Sn Aurobindo and the Mother accept our persuasion?
Perhaps Sr Aurobmndo would say, "What Is all thus persuasion business???

Perhaps He would further say to the effect that 1f each individual smcerely
attemptmg the Supramental Yoga sm1ply and completely becomes Divme Light,
Harmony and Love, the radiatmg effect will be more powerful than any
persuasions. He may also conclude that nothmg m the creative process is
"untimely". That untimeliness is largely a factor of our ignorance.

Well, what He would say or not say 1s anybody's guess!

JAGAT KAPADIA
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CHRISTALIS

by

GEORGETTE COTY

(Continuedfrom the issue ofMay 1995)

PART II

Visit to Story-Land

I WAS patchmg, altermg the children's clothes from worn larger ones mnto smaller
sizes-wastmg nothmg. Even bits of leftovers were useful for mendmg. I loved
this evenmg occupaton, 1t gave my mmnd a chance to reflect and to dream away.

Christopher was at the other end of the room, drawmg pictures to decorate
the children's rooms. He was quute talented and good at 1t. He would choose his
own subJects, to bnng cheer to everyone, he said.

He was particularly good at landscapes, flowers and fames playmg m the
fields. He coloured them with crayons, but he was happiest with a pamt brush,
when we could lay hands on some pamt. Here was a buddmg artist. But not only
that, he was Just as good with words. He would gather the smaller children round
him to tell them stones of the world of fames, some of whom sang beaut1futly,
others played on flutes and vols. He told them how much they loved small
children m particular Bigger ones too, 1f they believed mn them, and also
ammals. When all were asleep, they gathered round and played the most
delightful games with them. But when the moon was full, they loved to dance a
lot m the moonshme and told the bernes to grow faster, because the children
would love to eat them.

There was no end to hus 1magmnatuon, hus store of tales was never empty and
the older ones loved to hsten to his enchantmg stones Just as much.

Where dud he get thus knowledge I wondered, and when I asked hm about 1t
he said,"I don't really know, Mummy, 1t just comes trom ms1de me."

Did he have someone to teach him, as Chnstalis had taught me thmgs? I
must ask hmm about thusor 1s 1t that hus father teaches hm things?

It was qmte dark now, I turned up the lamp, when I felt the breeze brushmg
past my cheeks. My hair was blown about, I brushed it from my eyes, but no
sooner did I do thus than 1t wafted across again 'Thus 1s strange,' I thought,
'everythmg 1s closed, the wmdows and the door and there was no draft here a
mmute ago'-1 looked at the lamp, the flame did not flicker.

'Maybe ... Maybe that he comes?' "Not yet,'' said a wh1spenng v01ce, hardly
audible. "But he has sent me to tell you that he will be here soon and you should
get ready to recerve hum."

482
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"Why, thank you, but who are you? I cannot see you, as I see Christahs. It
was you then playmg with my half, was 1t? And without lettmg me see your
face?"

"You cannot see me Just yet, but I am said to be very beautiful. I convey
some messages at times, when I am asked; I am Air, that 1s my name!"

"Are you really, but how did you.. ?" I stopped my questions smce I felt no
movement any more nor his presence. Did he waft away as unnoticed as he had
come? I was gettmg quite used to these happenmgs and also speaking with an
mner voice, which was just a tremor, but had no outer sound.

"Dear," I called out to Chnstopher, "I think that 1t 1s time for us to go and
rest. Come, let's go to bed. Is your work fished? He needed no promptmg,
"Mummy, I was about to suggest the same thmg, I am half asleep already. Will
you tuck me in and grve me a goodnight kIss?

"Well, well, I may do JUSt that, if you will give me a goodmght hug." My
dear boy, he was off to dream-land m no time.

'I was advised to get ready, good God, by Alf' Hmm, there's no end to these
marvels. Qmck, put the work aside, get cleared up and put out the lamp. Get
ready, still your thoughts and be ... ' I must have dozed off sitting down, when the
voice of Chnstals roused me.

"I find you ready then? That 1s good. You dud receve my message, didn't
you? Come now, I will show you the place from where Chnstopher receives his
stones. You have wondered about that and I want no questions left unanswered
m you. Each step leads to the next, everythmg 1s important for learnmg, nothmg
1s too small for 1t. Come now, let's go."

Takmg his hand, I found myself floatmg upward without lookmg below.
This time I did not see the great expanses of brilliances as before. These fields of
colours were very pale, soft, soothmg to the eye. All at once we were standmg
before a cleanng where we stopped.

A large tree with wide spreadmg branches dommated the scene. There was
a hut not far from 1t: humble yet gracious, made of long, symmetncally plaited
fragrant grass. Flowers of all colours were everywhere, m fact the a1r was full of
fragrances.

An old man, hs golden-whute haur falling to hus shoulders, emerged from the
hut He came toward us; his gait was youthful, rhythmical. Although I saw him
as old, his eyes and rosy cheeks were as youthful-lookmg as was his figure - that
of a young boy's. His countenance commanded reverence.

We wanted tll he reached nearer to where we stood and with a motion of h1s
hand indicated that we might approach. We bowed down to him m salutat10n
and Chnstahs presented hun with a beautiful flower, which I had not observed
hum holding betore.

Smlmg, hs blue eyes sparkling, he received 1t. He sat down below the tree,
upon what I thought to be a seat made of flowers, and he motioned us to do the
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same. Chnstahs nodded toward me, as 1f to say who I was, but his eyes told him
that he knew.

A mus1cal sound rang out from an instrument, whch must have been a
signal, because chddren from all sides began to arnve. They greeted him
respectfully with palms Joined, others bowed down, then quietly sat around hum.
They too sat upon little flowerpuffs, but the flowers remamed unharmed, mtact.
Children of all ages were everywhere .. the flowery clearing was full of them.
Eager faces, looking at hum with expectatonChristopher among them. Seemng
him there seemed perfectly natural to me, nor did he look at me, or at Chnstahs.

Seated before them was the old man, or was he young? I could hardly tell.
He looked more hke a sage, and yet also young. My whole attentuon was fixed on
him. I sat there watchmg the scene, enthralled.

I heard a melodious v01ce ms1de me; ... "To tell a tale, a tale of beauty, a
tale of love and of wisdom to a child..." and the voIce was hs and the children
heard 1t, same as I did. No more words were uttered; here was an entry mnto a
field of pictures, colours, images and scenes, all alve and moving; a cinema
scopic delight of stones, tellmg unforgettable tales.

The meadow was ht up by a thousand shmmg eyes, enchanted faces and
celestial smdes-a held of children expenencmg tales told to them that were
true They sat there transported mto a world of pure JOY, entched m thenr very
souls.

The mus1cal ch1me was heard again to signal the end ot the sess1on. The
teller of tales rose and with him the chldrenthe place was empty once agam.

k

The Builder Architect

Each day was a wonder day. When I contemplated what I had experienced
during the night, lfe was tilled wth joy. Did Christopher remember hIs
expenences too? He looked content, sweet-tempered whenever 1t was time for
hum to get up. Sometimes he would say, "I had such a lovely dream, but can't
quite remember now what it was, how silly'" I never dared to probe further I
knew that his tmme was hIs own.

But here was the old problem: when my duties had closed mn upon me. gone
were the enchantments of the other spheres. Once agam I was ordmary me;
sometimes tired, at other times cranky, impatient with thmgs gomg wrong. All
this struggle, the back-breaking work, to be at a hundred and one places at the
same time. The roof threatened to fall, the pipes were leakmg, when we could
hardly waste a drop ofwater. The search for new pipes, gettmg the men to come
to help us, when they themselves had laboured ceaselessly mn many places. Some
of the children fell sick, there were little accidents-food had to be found for
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each day-God above, there was no end to 1t!
'It's all nght for me to go off on my moonlight tnps,' I grumbled, 'but who

will clothe the cluldren, feed them, find remedies for theu problems? These
needs are without end...' Then just when my mood was getting the better of me,
one of the httle ones walked m, holdmg up a httle finger: "Lillian, look, I cut it,
1t hurts." Eyes full of tears, she came up to me. Like lightning, I rushed to clean
and bandage the tiny fmger, brushmg her tears away, huggmg her to me. I was
all mother now, soothmg my little one's hurt away.

'The children must be cared for in the best possible way, I must fmd
solutions to our problems faster, even if I rack my brains and work myself to the
bone.'

That 1s not the way,''came hs voice-"have you forgotten what I
promised? Really, I am ashamed of you."

"Wait, Chnstalis, please wait! I am very sorry, really I am. It's Just that my
mind gets worked up when I am tired and it goes off lke a complain-it-all
machine."

"Control it then, this 1s your work!" No more words followed, I knew that
the contact was discontinued as for now.

Not for all that long, as I learned better later on. He had picked it up, Just
where he had left off, when he came agamn some days later. Nothing was ever cut
from hs consciousness This was a remarkable thing I observed. 'When will I
ever remember this, and learn to keep my temper and my mind quiet? It's not all
that easy. Try as I might, I would forget it agam and off would go the think
machme.'

With patience and perseverance, you will get into the habit," came h1s
answer-"but keep catchmg your mind's mischievous habits from gomg their
own way. Command them to be still. You are its master, not 1t yours."

In the wake of his speech, his full appearance followed. He stood before me
m his own light and I, forgetting my folly and shame, could only fly toward him
with a sweet abundance that engulfed my world.

"Dear Halio, the one whom I call by this name is your inner being. It 1s this
person, to whom I come and it 1s this soul-person, who receives me, which is
the real you. This bemng 1s super1or in 1ts nature and capacty to your body's
mind. It 1s also above your vital nature, with all 1ts uncontrolled pass1ons, moods
and wants. Those in fact are never satisfied. You cannot gratify them ever. Like
a wild wmd, they race off toward some of their whims, soon abandomng them for
others, and for yet others endlessly.

"It is true, what you just thought; they are hard to catch, harder still to
control. But with nght trammg it is possible.

"Do not be disheartened, I am here to help you. You and I are engaged in
this task together. You trust me, don't you, and beheve in what I teach you
also?"
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"Yes, Christahs. A thousand times yes, with all my heart and soul I have no
reservations at all and I understand now that, without complete trust, believmg is
lame-and this is how I feel about you; I trust you utterly m all things. How
could I help 1t wth all the nches you have gven me? In fact I feel that I was a
sleep-walker before you came to me, how then can I ever show my gratitude
otherwise than thus?"

"This is excellent. If you have learnt this, then our progress will be rapid, I
am very pleased. Now come, let us not delay, there 1s much for you to observe at
the learners' classes. There are many of them, you know. Learnmg is essential,
the future will be based upon right knowledge m every sphere."

"Lovely, I so enjoyed those wonderful stories and... ," he broke m-"True,
they are enchanting, but they are m truth foundations of learnmg with very
profound aims and meaning. Never forget that. In God's economy everything
has its perfectly apphed worth; a gram of sand, a single syllable is a portion of the
totality." A little pause ... a gentle smile ... he contmued.

"Today, we observe another class"-and as always, whenever he spoke of
any action, his words had already manifested the reahty.

Instantly, we came to be before a spacious Hall. It had no wall, no roof to it,
yet it was a Hall. Behind 1t at a distance the sea rolled majestically. Truly a
heavenly blue and its shore was sparkling white sand glittering with light. Sea
and sand, a play of lummosity. Was it from the sun's rays playmg upon it, or was
it its own light?-I could not tell.

Right away we were at the entrance of the Hall No door was here, yet I felt
that we were in front of somethmg like one, waiting to be asked to enter.
Chnstalis pressed my hand hghtly and now I saw a graceful arch, a curtain of
flowers hung over 1t, whch spoke:

"Enter, the Master is wartmng for you"-wth that the flowers made way, the
curtam was no more-we were mside the Hall. Christahs spoke inside me: "This
1s the Hall of the Archtect and of Des1gns."

We approached further. The Hall was empty and I wondered why there
were neither structures nor forms of any kmd anywhere, nor was there anyone at
all.

I heard Chnstahs say-"Sir, receive our greetmg and reverence. You know
by whose perm1ss1on we come''and above his words brilliant lights played,
then vamshed, when his speech ended.

"Welcome Chnstalis, welcome Hal10, I am glad you have come." I heard
the musical voice, but saw not who uttered them.

"Let her see me, you have my perm1ss1on.'' I felt the touch of Christal1s,
pressing me hghtly between my brows and upon this touch a scene opened before
me, unsurpassed by any dream, vision or imagmation. Transfixed-I stared
ahead of me.

He, who spoke to us, sat enthroned on a white marble platform and when he
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rose to receive us I saw that he was exceedmgly tall and of incomparable beauty.
His garment was of gossamer fabnc flappmg gently in the breeze, hke wings. A
truly majestic figure.

Intoxicated by thus sight I swayed from s1de to side, hardly able to hold my
body stable. His eyes were so lummously blue that I found great difficulty in
lookmg at him. He must have noticed my predicament, for I could see a very thin
ray entermg me from his eyes.

Was I 1magming this, was this real? In this marvellous world of another
reality, everything was possible. All at once I was charged with hfe-energy, so 1t
must have been real.

To my amazement I saw that the Hall was not empty at all, but peopled not
only with children but also with young people of all ages-if age had any measure
here at all. Before each, small models of all kinds of geometrical forms,
exquisitely des1gned structures, were laud out.

At one wave of this godlike figure's hand, a screen appeared and what he
was doing was seen on it. First he drew a variety of structures: temples, buildings
small and large, domes, halls and pubhc squares, all of which were architectural
marvels and all the drawings were three-dimensional.

Full of these designs, the screen rose into the aur, where it remamed
suspended, observable.

Another screen appeared below it and selecting one design after the other
from those he had first drawn, he swiftly drew up a perfectly detailed archi
tectural plan and layout for each. Complete with the nght measures and weights
for the matenal to be used for their constructions, carefully marked at each
sect1on.

Some moments were grven to observe the drawings of the des1gns, the plan
for their constructions in all its details, before this screen was also sent up,
stationed below the first to be observed. Another wave of his hand, an elevated
platform appeared upon which small models of other structures were displayed:
marvellous m beauty, symmetry and shape, each made of different shades of
coloured transparencies.

The sunlight played upon them coloured-light effects and whilst these
models appeared to be transparent, one could not look mto their interiors. Each
of them was a umque composit10n, it stood as such on its own.

Once agamn tame was given to observe these, after which a most remarkable
thmg followed. This great Master Builder brought forward each structure, and
forthwith proceeded to take 1t apart: portion by portion, down to its very
foundation, and placed every part before him in a row There came to sight a
great variety of unique geometrical shapes of all kindsconstituents of the
buildings he had drawn at first.

All attention was on this procedure, as he began to select the objects one by
one, holdmg them up to everyone to see, then further selectmg their comple
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mentary portions fitted them back mto one perfect composite whole, recon
structing them again to their origmal forms.

The silence of the learners was broken by the Master Builder's voice.
"At our next meetmg we will study the materials used for each component,

keeping in mmd the utility of the archnecture. and apply the suitable symmetries
for its functions. Next, we pay careful attention to the effects of hght and
temperature m the intenor, as well as on the extenor. They must receive and
absorb the correct amount of natural light reflected upon them by the sun or
from the waters nearby, if they are so placed. If they are not, a small lake 1s to be
created, or a fountam can enhance this utility.

Max1mum benefit must be obtamned from the direct1on of the winds and
lights, as well as trom reducmg their excess where it may be found. Finally, the
moonlight's reflection 1s to be observed, for aesthetic effect.

"I wish to commend these factors to your consideration Contemplate them
with due attent10n and present me with your resolutions. We shall study them
together carefully-after which you may observe my own propositions.

"Do not feel shy, nor inadequate to the task In our world of supenor
consciousness, nothung 1s neglgible nor cons1dered unworthy, or too small. You
must remember that all dungs evolve from the smallest atom toward perfection.
And all created thmgs-umverses-begm m the mind of the Divme, as was our
umverse first conce1ved there, and came into bemg from that point. Therefore, I
adHse you always to call forth your mner hght, which is consc10usness. Then hnk
1t next to your minds' vbratons, which will be activated by 1t-and you will have
the required, best, hoped-for result.

"The Grace 1s yours," he sand, lifting his hand mn greeting, and those
assembled before him rephed with one votce: "By the Grace we are."

He was gone and so were the learners there a mmute before. The Hall was
empty, but playfully the moon shone upon it displays of light, and in the distance
waves murmured musical tones.

I trembled with dehght, and had Christahs not pulled me from bemg rooted
to where I sat, how could I have stirred from there?

We were way down in our descent, when I began to feel the earth's force
pull me toward where my body lay sleeping. Our sweet Earth Mother closed me
1n.

I heard inside me Chnstahs's voice softly-"Rest a httle, then get up, it is
that time of the day. I wll come later on."

(To be continued)



THE BOOK OF JOB

A NEW COMMENTARY

(Continued from the issue of December 1994)

Verses 7-12.
Verses 4-6, as we have noted, have been considered spunous by certam

commentators for intruding between verses 3 and 7. But the whole passage from
verses 7 to 12 is rejected by a number of commentators. Among the different
reasons for doing so are the use of the second person singular (thee) in a speech
in which Job was addressing them collectively, the use of the Jewish name
Yahweh for the Lord who is referred to throughout the discussion as EL etc.
(Job and his friends were Arabs, not Jews), Job appeanng to repeat the idea
which actually belonged to his friends in V. 12,

With the ancient is wisdom and so on.

Gordis, and Clines" following him, take the speech as Job's satirical
quotation of what he beheved to be the friends' idea.

It is possible to read the verses as Job's attempt to prove that wisdom as
pomted out by Zophar was not so mysterious as he pretended but known even to
animals. Actually the animals could declare along with God's wisdom and power
a total absence of any moral pattern in hs ways.

Verses 7-8.
As against one of the objections to the speech mentioned above, Ander

son""" states about the two verses being addressed to an indrvdual,

There is a change at this point from plural to singular, as if Job has now
fastened his attention on one of hs friends.

Bildad, we know (8:10-12), had referred to objects of Nature from which one
could learn. Zophar, on the other hand, was speaking as though wisdom was
something mystenous. True wisdom as Zophar showed but did not realise is
above the human mtellect and is possessed only by God. We are now concerned
with what Job was speaking to the different friends. Job could be addressing
either Bildad or Zophar with the second person singular. Pope" underlines one
aspect and comments:

The irony with which Job began is resumed. The profound wisdom the
friends have been givmg out is common to the lowest of creatures

489
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Hebel" quotes Von Rad as mamtaimng that Job was appealing to the accepted
tradition accordmg to which the wise were instructed mn the primeval order
revealed through creation. He adds that it 1s more hkely that Job was countering
Zophar's pos1t1on by saying that even dumb creatures would confirm his position
which was so patently obvious. Job knew what he was expenencmng.

(Job's position has been that God was powerful but there was no moral
order or prmncmple m hus governance )

Verses 9, 10.
Job asked the fnends whether there was anyone who did not know that mn

beasts and fowls and fishes the hand of God could be seen controllmg them.
It was m His hand that the soul of everything and the breath of all mankmd

existed.
In verse 9 the original word for the Lord s the Jewish name Yahweh"" which

has made the Commentators quest10n the authenticity of the verse. Clines141

accounts for the use of the name by saying that in the Bible "The hand of
Yahweh" is a fixed phrase occurring over thirty times. "The hand of EL" or
"Eloah' or "Elohm'' 1s rare Job's friends themselves never used the phrase but
Job could cite 1t as a quotation", says Clmes.

Anderson142 remmds us that Job used the name in 1:21 for the Lord in the
original Hebrew:

Naked came I out of my mother's womb: and naked shall I return thither;
the Lord gave and the Lord hath taken away: blessed be the name of the
Lord.

Anderson's comment143 is very mstructive when we see most commentators
makmng an unnecessary separation of "the poetic discuss10n" from the "the prose
prologue":

It 1s always pomted out that verse 9 1s the only place in the poetry (= poetic
discussion) where the name "Yahweh" 1s used for God For this reason its
authenticity 1s doubted by many. Its removal in the mterests of a theory that
the word dustinguushes a prose orgmnal from poetic additions is a circle of
reasoning. Viewed mn a different light its ranty makes 1t so conspicuous. At
this key pomt Job 1s still ms1stmg on what he said at fust, where the sacred
name was used.

The last statement of Anderson's 1s rather m1sleadmg. In the earlier speech we
see Job m hus state of mental balance which he was maintaining with a powerful
will, what we have called the siittwzc State. At this stage though he was no longer
m the tiimas1c state, though he has greater command over himself than when he
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raised the cry of lamentation after losing hus balance, still he was far from
knowing fully what God was doing. His consciousness of his not deserving the
suffermg conflicted with his hope that God would ultimately vmd1cate him.

Habel"" brings out the significance of the express1on "the hand of the Lord"
in verse 9 (the 1dea 1s repeated m V. 10: "m whose hand') very powerfully
though other commentators have suggested the meaning:

The "hand" of God 1s a major symbol for the threatening and oppressive
power of Job's Maker (6:6,10;3:7,8,13,21;19:21). The audience knows that
it was the Satan who challenged God to stretch forth his "hand" to test Job
(1:11:2:5), but that fmal affhctlon occurred because God dehvered him mto
the Satan's "hand" (2:6). Because God's "hand" controls the "Soul/hfe
force" (nepes) and the "spmt/breath" (ruah) of all creatures, mcludmg
human beings, their fate 1s ultimately m his hand and he must take the
responsblity of what happens to them.

On the Hebrew terms for soul/spmt Clmes145 comments that both terms could be
used for both ammals and human bemgs. On the imprecise use of such terms mn
Hebrew vide the concluding part of the commentary in Mother India, Septem
ber, 1994, p. 640.

Verse 11.
Job asked hs friends 1f the ear did not discriminate between the different

words 1t heard and 1f the tongue did not find out what was palatable and what
was not. Job impled as Habel" Indicates that Job's discerning taste had already
rejected the counsel of his fnends as nauseous food; one could add "meaningless
words" (rejected by the discnmmatmg ear).

Verse 12.
As an example of what his understanding rejected he referred to Bildad's

earnest appeal to him (8:8)

For inquire, I pray thee, of the former age and prepare thyself to the search
of thy fathers.

If Job was quoting the fnends rt was here mn particular and not m the whole
passage from verses 7 to 12. In the comment on 5:1-7 (Mother India, June, 1994,
p. 403) a reference was made to the possibility of abrupt transitons. The absence
of "You declared" creates such an abrupt transition here.

Verses 13 to 25.
Job's "hymn" to the Power of God
Hartley"" cons1ders the "hymn'' to be genuine praise of God. He contends
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that wisdom (hokma), might (gabra), counsel (@sa) and understanding (tebdna)
are four aspects of wisdom. God possesses them all, especially wisdom to plan
action and the might to carry it out. The hymmc Imes

testify pnmanly to God's power over all earthly leaders and nations with
the inference that all his mighty deeds are accomplished m wisdom and that
there is no earthly ruler or nation strong enough or wise enough to resist his
purpose.

Anderson" too sees an element of praise in the hymn:

While most of the examples (of God's activities) illustrate God's demolition
of the achievements of men, the key-thought seems to be that the "deceived
and the deceiver are his". (V. 16) In case this might suggest that God is
whimsical, or a blind force, Job insists that God's might is coupled with
wsdom, counsel and understandng. There 1s an Intelligent purpose. The
acts are deliberate, even if man can barely see their meaning or moral
justification.

Certainly, Job was fully aware of God's wisdom. But in the discuss1on with his
friends what was uppermost in his mmd was his mnocent suffering for which he
saw no justification. He was compelled by the state of his mmd to see an
arbitranness in all that God did.

Clines149 is right when he says that Job's cannot be a "hymn" of prase. It
cannot be a mere acknowledgement of God's power either. With a rare insight
he shows that Job's object was to show his wisdom in his understanding of God
as an eccentnc deity equally inapprehensible. Half-ironic and half-serious Job
showed that God did not play fair. Job began by ndiculing the wisdom of the
friends. In the "hymn" as Clines sees it Job displays his own.

Terr1en,""" showing how Job could not submit without a protest to such an
iron rule of God, draws our notice to the austere grandeur mn this completely
theocentric philosophy of existence.

Terrien considers the whole passage (Vs. 14-25) as a prelude to the
aggressive thrust of the lines which follow (m Chapter 13)

Verses 14 and 15.
The two verses show God's disruption of social and cosmic order. Using the

word "Behold" on which we have commented earher, Job directed his friends'
attention to the extraordinary phenomenon of God's breakmg down things so
completely they could not be built agam. Habel151 pomts out that Job was
thinking of the overthrow of human creatons lke ct1es, societies and natons as
he was to exemplify later.
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God could impnson, close a man m darkness, without any possibihty of his
release agam. What he could do to men he does to the cosmos as well. God
creates a drought by holdmg back waters. He also causes floods (sends them, the
waters, out) to overturn the earth.

Verse 16.
Job repeats the word of V. 13 (Hartley" rightly calls the first half of the

verse a refram)-

With him is strength and wisdom:

He adds,

the deceiver and the decerved are h1s

to show God's complete sway over all. The refram reminds one of Antony's
refram m his funeral oration in Julius Caesar:

And Brutus is an honourable man.

The Irony 1s too obvious to emphasse. Clines" notes that in V. 13 where Job
speaks of God's quahties he says,

With him 1s wisdom and strength

Here the terms are reversed, strength commg before wisdom. The focus here,
says Clines, 1s on God's power or ability to dismantle normal institutions.

Pope154 pomts out that the word hiikam in Hebrew means shrewd, crafty as
well as wise. Clines155 explains the word for understandmg-hoshzh-(as Job
understands it!):

God's skull m wreaking chaos m human affaIrs.

Verses 17 to 25.
Anderson" notes,

Wnh the exception of verse 22. whuch sounds hke a phase of origmal
creation, the rest of the poem deals at length with the pageant of human
history. The parade of counsellors, Judges, kmngs, prests, the mighty, those
who are trusted, elders, pnnces, the strong, chefs, 1s a senes of disasters.
No specific h1stoncal events need be sought, for the examples could be
qmte numerous.
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Anderson and Habel"" state that there is nothmg to suggest here is a
pumshment of the wicked for thetr sms.

Verses 17 to 21.
The verses brmg out the different ways in which God bnngs disaster to man

in different pos1tons

Verse 17.
God leads counsellors away from thetr position "spmled". "Spoiled" means

mn the context "prevented from ther full exercise of power". "Counsellors",
here could not mean merely persons counsellmg or advusmg but, as Clines"says,
court officials hke Ahitophel, Counsellor of David Counsellors could be spoiled
by fallmg prey to another or bemg led away as captives (by the enemies),
accordmg to Chnes.

Judges are supposed to be sober, God could depnve them of thetr wits

Verse 18.
The Authonsed Version reads,

He looseth the bond of kmgs, and
grdeth ther lons wth a girdle.

The Revised standard vers1on substitutes "wa1stcloth'' for "their lons" 1n
the AV. Modern commentators use words hke "belt" for "bond", and "rope",
"waistband" etc. for "grdle". The general meaning of the passage is obvious.
Kmgs are deprived of thetr kmgship and are brought low, are humiliated.

Verse 19.
The Revised standard version and the translations by the commentators

differ entirely from the AV.
The AV reads,

He leadeth pnnces away spoiled and weakeneth the strength of the mighty.

The other versions read "Pnests" mn the place of pnnces.
In the second part of the verse RV agrees with the AV but the modern

translators wdely vary mn their versions For, "mughty" Chines" has "long
established", Hartley" has "temple functonares", Habel," "temple officials";
Pope162 suggests "nobles" as the right rendermg of "the well-established"

Verse 20.
God removes, takes away, speech from those who are trusty (reliable), takes
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away the understandmg of the aged (translated "elders" by RV and the
commentators).

Habel163 comments,

Job challenged his fnends by argumg that a d1scermng ear 1s more capable
of mterpretmg reality than the wisdom of the aged Now he mamtains that
God maliciously deprived the trusted elders of their capacity to discern
truth...

Perhaps, in the earlier context Job was contestmg Bildad's idea of the
wisdom of the past, the trad1t1on, rather than speakmg of those alve now, aged
or otherwise. Job's word in verse 11, where he 1s quoting Bldad, is 'ancient''.

With the ancient Is wisdom.

Verse 21.
The AV reads:

He poureth contempt upon prmces, and weakeneth strength of the mighty.

The RV agrees largely with the AV, 1t only substitutes "strong" for
"mighty" at the end of the verse

The commentators read "the noble", "the great" etc , for the "princes".
The AV repeats "the princes" mn both V 19 and V. 22 as noted above.

In V. 19 all the other versions than AV read "the prests".

Verse 22
In the verse which appears to deviate from what Job has been saymg

-Anderson mn the comment quoted above on verses 17-25 says the verse sounds
l1ke a phase of origmal creation-Job pomted out that God discovered deep
thmgs out of darkness and that he brought out to light the shadow of death

Matter-of-fact mmds that expect even a scnpture to be "logical" m an
obvious manner omt the verse as bemng alen to Job's present concerns. Pope"°
remarks,

Thus verse obviously 1s misplaced... Those who would retam 1t take 1t to
refer to the conspiracies which God suddenly unmasks. It seems clear that
the verse refers to God's control of darkness and the nether world and
perhaps alludes to some cosmic myth.

Anderson, whose remark we have referred to mn the parenthesis mn the note
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on the verse, also seems to imply that it refers to a phase of God's creat10n not
connected with the Immediate subject. Hartley" sees 1n the verse another
"hymmc refrain" assertmg that nothmg is hidden from God, not even m the
deepest darkness.

Clines"° 1s not sure 1f the verse Is "orgmnal". If rt 1s, it may refer to God's
disclosing men's secrets that for safety's sake are best kept hidden "m deep
shade". Such secrets could belong only to the counsellors and elders of the
earlier verses. But soon he says that perhaps God reveals not other men's secrets
but his own shadmess, the dark purpose of God The explanation would fit mto
Job's mood, he says.

Habel167 comes closest to what Job meant. Explaming "depths of darkness"
as the nether world, "Sheol", the world of darkness and death, Habel says that
God releases the underworld darkness on earth to obfuscate the leaders and
make them grope for ever m the gloom The 1dea 1s taken up mn Verse 25, the
concluding verse of the chapter

Verses 23 to 25.
In the last three verses of the chapter Job turns trom md1v1dual leaders to

nations.
God mcreases the number of nations, enlarges the ex1stmg ones, only to

destroy them.
How nations are destroyed s explamned m the next verse: "he takes away

the heart of the chef of the earth". The people, without the chief, are compelled
to wander in a wilderness where there 1s no way.

The last verse descnbes the people wandenng m the wilderness without a
chief and gropmg m total darkness. God makes them stagger hke drunken men.

Job's satire Is mntensfed by the irony of hus employmng the hymnic form for
the opposite purpose of condemnmg God. Little did Job know that m the very
act of his condemnation of God he was gropmg unconsciously towards him The
succeeding chapters make 1t obvous.

(To be continued)

K. B. SITARAMAYYA
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ESSAYS ON THE MAHABHARATA (XIII)

(Continuedfrom the issue ofMay 1995)

(v) SAMVARTA

THERE 1s probably only one sage in the Mahabharata who could be compared
with Durvasa, and that 1s Samvarta, the younger brother of the well-known
Brhaspati. Vyasa himself tells his story to Yudhsthura, at the begmnmg of the
A$vamedhka-Parva. Has purpose 1s to persuade Yudhusthura to perform the
great Horse-Sacrifice in order to purify himself and his people after the great
carnage of the war. However, Yudhusthira rauses the objection that he lacks
funds for such a big undertakmg, which nnplies making arrangements for
generous gifts to everyone. He feels that it would be mappropnate at this
moment to raise money from all those kmgs and princes who are Just recovering
from then wounds and themselves short of funds, smce the war efforts have
empted the treasures. Vyasa then tells Yudhusthra that much gold could be
found at a certam place mn the Himalayas. which was once left behmd by a group
of Brahmms in the wake of the sacnflce of kmg Marutta. This sacrifice had been
performed mn the mountams and Marutta had bestowed so much gold on the
Brahmms that they could not even carry 1t home. Therefore, a substantial part of
1t was left behind and abandoned, and Yudhisthura could recover it now for the
purpose of his own sacrfce.

Vyasa proceeds to relate the story of king Marutta. the son of Av1ks1t and
grandson of Karandhama. Marutta was a most powerful ruler who posed a
considerable challenge to Indra and could not be controlled by him. Therefore
Indra one day approached Brhaspati, hus puroht, and asked him to stop
performmng sacrfices for Marutta henceforth. Brhaspat's father Angras had
been Karandhama's family pnest and thus there was a natural relation between
the prest and kmng Marutta. However, Indra too had chosen Brhaspatl as his
pnest, after havmg vanqmshed the Asuras and havmg become Lord of the three
worlds. He applied pressure on Angiras's son now to make his chmce and
sacrifice only for hum, the immortal Indra, for 1t would be disturbing 1f he should
continue offering hs services to a mere mortal.

O Brhaspat, 1f thou washest to do what 1s agreeable to me, do not
perform priestly offices for Marutta on behalf of the dertes or the ancestral
Manes. I have, 0 Bnhaspatl, obtamed the sovereignty of the three worlds,
while Marutta 1s merely the lord of the Earth. How, 0 Brahmana, havmg
acted as pnest unto the immortal kmg of the celestials, wilt thou unhes1
tatingly perform pnestly function unto Marutta subject to death? Good
betide thee! Either espouse my side or that ot the monarch, Marutta, or
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forsaking Marutta, gladly come over to me.79

499

Brhaspat reflects only for a short moment and then readily commits himself
to servmg Indra only. Marutta gets to know about Indra's move, but plans to
perform a sacrifice with Brhaspat 1n spite of the contract between Indra and the
pnest. He pleads with Brhaspat to officiate for him, remindmg the pnest of the
long-standmg alignment of the two families However, Brhaspatl declmes to
officate for Marutta and mnforms hum that he wll only officiate for the Immortals
henceforth

Mai utta 1s taken aback by this development and returns home in a state of
shock and depress1on. On hus way he happens to meet Narada who notices h1s
affhct10n and enquires about its cause. When mformed about Marutta's mishap,
he tells the kmg about Samvarta who 1s wandering about the earth as a naked
ascenc. He says that Samvarta 1s very powerful and that he could well peform
Ivlarutta's sacnfice instead of his brother B:rhaspat1. Marutta 1s highly pleased
with this proposal. He asks Narada how he could approach the sage and wm him
over for his sacnfice. Narada gives him some strange advice: Marutta should
place a dead body at the gate of Varanasi where Sarvarta keeps moving about,
and when someone suddenly turns away from the corpse, rt should be Sarvarta
I am g1vmg here the relevant passage m full length:

"Des1rous of seemng Mahecwara, O prince, he wanders about at hs pleasure
in the city of Varanasi, m the garb of a mad man. And havmg reached the
gate of that city, thou must place a dead body somewhere near it, and the
man who shall turn away on seemg the corpse, do thou, 0 prince, know that
man to be Samvarta, and knowmg him, do thou follow his footsteps
wheresoever that powerful man chooses to go, and findmg him (at length)
m a lonely place thou must seek his protection with thy hands clasped
together m supphcat1on to him. And 1f he enqmre of thee as to the person,
who has given thee the mformation about hs own self, do thou tell hum that
Narada has mformed thee about Samvarta. And if he should ask thee to
tallow me, thou must tell him without any hesitation, that I have entered
mto the fire. "so

We fmd it openly stated here that Samvarta 1s 'weanng the garb of a mad
man', hke Durvasa. It is not clear though why a person recolmng from the sight of
a corpse should be 1dentfred as thus sage, because rt 1s a common and natural
reaction. It is interesting to note that S1ddheshwar Sastn CItrav mn his article on
Samvarta has rehed on a source (which 1s not named-we are given only the
reference Mbhr., Asvamedhka Parva, Chapter 5) which says just the contrary,
namely that the one who would stop to pay reverence to the corpse was
Sarnvarta:
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He was wandermg about there, and veneratmg a corpse as the Lord of
Benares, he was worsh1ppmg 1t Among the people 1n Benares 1t was
commonly beheved that 1f someone, on seemg a corpse on the street, paid
reverence to 1t, he would be the Rish1 Sarilvarta. Accordingly, Kmg
Marutta brought a corpse and placed it at the gate of the city, and Samvarta
came there to pay reverence to it. 81

Marutta follows Narada's advice and acts accordmgly. Samvarta, on seemg
the corpse, turns away trom 1t, while Marutta follows him anxiously. Fmally,
when they reach a lonely spot, Sarvarta angnly throws mud and spittle on the
unfortunate kmg (which remmds us of Durvasa's 1rratonal outbursts). Marutta
however remams undisturbed and keeps supphcatmg the v10lent sage At last,
Samvarta gets tired and sits down at the foot of a tree. He asks Marutta to state
truthfully who referred him to himself, and adds that he would obtam his desire
1t he spoke the truth. Otherwise he may face dire consequences:

"And if thou speak truly, thou shalt attam all the objects of thy desire, and
shouldst thou tell a he, thy head shall be nven m a hundred pieces. "82

Marutta tells Samvarta that It was Narada who sent him Samvarta enqmres
where Narada is staymg now, and Marutta answers, 'he has entered the fire'.
Narada had already anticipated 1n 14.6.26 that Samvarta may enquure about hum.
K M. Ganguli translates the verse, 'and 1f he should ask thee to follow me, thou
must tell him without any hes1tat1on, that I have entered into the fire " However,
I believe the translation should read, "If he enqmres about me with the desire to
approach me, .. "Sarilvarta wants to know where Narada 1s staymg so that he can
go and burn hum with hus anger. Narada in ante1patron of thus violent reacton
says through Marutta that he has entered mto the fire which makes him immune
from 'fire'. Samvarta recerves ths message with great Joy:.

Heanng these words from the kmng (Marutta), Samvarta was lughly
gratified, and he said (addressmg Marutta), 'I too am quute able to do all
that. '83

It is difficult to guess why Samvarta should enJoy Narada's answer, unless we
assume that the sage was happy to have discovered that someone had understood
hum and hs mad nature and correctly anticipated hs reaction as well as
1mmum1zed himself against 1t wth the mystenous sentence "] have entered mto
the fire." But then agam he has an emot10nal outburst agamst Marutta and
abuses hum with harsh words. He asks the kmng why he wants hum to perform a
sacnfice, smce he (Samvarta) is 111 a mad state and acts accordmg to the random
caprces of his mnd, bemng afflicted with some detormat1on
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"I am afflicted with a cerebral disorder, and, I always act according to the
random capnces of my own mind, why art thou bent upon having this
sacrifice performed by a prest of such a singular disposition...9v+

Samvarta suggests that Marutta should rather approach Brhaspat, h1s elder
brother. The two brothers had some nvalry from their early youth and Brhaspati
prevailed over Sarvarta, as the latter states 1 14.7.10: "Brhaspat took away all
my household goods and mystical gods, and sacrfcmng chents, and has now left
to me only this physical body."

Marutta informs Sarvarta that he has already approached Brhaspati and
been rebuffed by him for no fault of his own. On heanng this news, Sarilvarta
changes his mind and he 1s now ready to help the kmg. However, he apprehends
that Indra and Brhaspati might seek to harm Marutta, if he uses Samvarta's
offices for hus sacrifice. Therefore he urges Marutta to commit himself with
complete loyalty and steadfastness to this undertaking, otherwise he would burn
hmm with hus anger. It 1s to be understood that Samvarta's mamn concern 1s h1s
own reputation, for 1f he once makes a contract with the king and 1s then left
alone by him or betrayed, he loses face, which he cannot afford after all the
hum1liat10ns he has already suffered from his brother's side.

Marutta vows solemnly that he will under all circumstances keep his word.
Sarivarta 1s pleased with the kmg's determination and agrees to perform the
sacrfice He advises Marutta to sohc1t wealth from Siva who 1s domng tapasya on
the summits of the Himalayas. Marutta acts accordingly and obtains plenty of
gold for his sacrifice.

Brhaspatu is severely shocked on heanng about this new development. With
the great wealth that Marutta has obtained from Srva, Sarivarta can now echpse
his elder brother. Indra notices Brhaspat1's grief and calls Agm to approach
Marutta with the offer that Brhaspat1 himself would be ready to sacrifice for him.
The text does not explain Indra's motive for this offer, but 1t 1s not difficult to
guess. His mam concern under the new circumstances must be to make Brhaspati
happy, and the best way to do so would be to sow dissidence between Marutta
and Sarivarta, relying on the potential destructive power of Sarilvarta's curse if
he gets angry with Marutta. Accordmgly, Agm approaches Marutta and tries to
tempt him with Indra's offer: "If this Brhaspatl officiate as thy pnest, then shalt
thou by the blessings of Devaraja (Indra) attain the highest regon of the celestial
mansion... and thou shalt be able to conquer all the regions mhabited by men,
and the heavenly regions, and all the highest regions created by Prajapati and
even the entire kmgdom of the gods. "85 However, Marutta remams firm,
keepmg his promise to stay loyal to Samvarta. The latter addresses Agni and
threatens to burn him if he should come once more into his presence with this
tempting offer. Agm rushes back to Indra and refuses to go on another errand.

Therefore, Indra sends another messenger now, a Gandharva named
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Dhrtarastra, who conveys to Marutta Indra's message that he will send hus vayra
1f hs offer 1s not accepted (that 1s, 1f Marutta does not accept Brhaspat1 as h1s
priest). Marutta agam declines to oblige Indra and answers that for him it 1s most
important not to betray a friend (Samvarta), which would be as great a sin as
murdermg a Brahmrn, smce there is no expiation for it: "In this world there is no
escape from the consequences of playing false to a friend."

Here we have the gist of the story and its morale-Marutta's nob1lty, h1s
soul-strength which cannot be tempted even by the splendour of heaven, nor
frightened by 1ts fury. However, the king quuckly faces the consequences of hs
firm attitude when Indra comes approachmg with heavy ramclouds and roaring
thunder In the face of the 1mmmnent attack Marutta does get frightened now and
seeks refuge m Sa:rhvarta The latter feels qmte confident of his power to face
Indra's assault:

Thou hast nothmg to fear from the god of a hundred sacrifices, I shall use
my staying charms, 0 kmg, and the weapons of all the gods will avail them
not 86

Samvarta mdeed is able to master the situation, usmg all his knowledge and all
his powers to brmg Indra under control. He even asks Marutta to choose a boon
for humself now. Marutta wishes that Indra should come wth all the gods and
partake of hs sacnfice, sharing the offerings and accepting the Soma libations.
This too is accomplished by the skilled Samvarta with the help of appropriate
mantras

I desire, O Brahmana, that Indra all of a sudden should come mn person
at this sacrifice, and accept the oblation offered to him, and that all the
other gods also come and take their appomted shares of the offerings and
accept the libations of Soma offered to them

So the story 1s complete now with a happy end. Indra 1s reconciled with
Marutta and praises Samvarta In the concludmg verses the poet dedicates a few
Imes to the glory of Brhaspati's brother, "the high-souled Samvarta, ascending
the altar, and looking radiant as the second embodiment of the blazmg fire",
who has his great moment now after havmg brought about a near-impossible
peace.

We can see here, as m the case of Durvasa, that the reward of satisfymg a
sage mn the guise of a madman can be mvaluable. ln Samvarta's case we even
seem to receive some informat10n about the background of his madness, when
he tells Marutta that he was deprived of all his assets by Brhaspati. To assume
the role of a strange wandermg ascetic may Just be his own way of workmng out
his anger and mner revolt which render him mcapable of functlonmg properly as
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a member of society as such. as well as the more exclusive society of samnts and
ascetics. And yet his true genius remams there lke a hidden diamond, and
persons of great determmation such as Marutta manage to push through the veil
and draw pure water from a seemmgly poisoned well.

(To be continued)

WILFRIED HUCHZERMEYER
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Lights on Lafe-Problems, Sr Aurobindo's views on important Life-problems
compiled from hrs writmgs by Kishor Gandhi. Second Edrtion-reprrnted 1995.
Pubhshed by Sn Aurobindo Ashram Publication Dept. Pages 200. Price Rs. 50
Available at SABDA, Pondrcherry, 605 002.

I HAVE been wartmng for thus book. Thus unique book was unavailable for quute a
few years. Origmally it was published as a senes of mstalments m the then
fortnightly Mother Inda from 1949 to 1951. A note, revised by Sn Aurobindo,
placed at the top of each mstalment stated that the aim of this series was to
provide authentic guidance from Sn Aurobmndo's writings regarding many
questions that arise in the minds of thoughtful persons. This mteresting note is
reproduced mn the "Compiler's note" at the beginning of this book.

I say that this compilation 1s unique for three reasons. It is the only
compilation from Sri Aurobindo's wntmgs in the format of a dialogue, questions
and answers, between a seeker and the Master. Then, as the compiler has stated
mn hus note m the beginnmng of thus book, each Instalment except the last was
seen, perused and approved by Sri Aurobindo before publication. Fmally the
compiler's note also states: "... while seeing these instalments Sri Aurobindo
himself made alterations m the text of some of the passages quoted from his
works mn the answers "

The book is drvded into two series. The first series deals with the problems
of philosophy of hvmg, the aim of lufe, good and evil, free will, Karma theory,
rebirth and its necessity, the role and value of ethics, subjectivism and objec
trvism and finally materialism.

The second senes deals with life and art and includes poetry, hterature,
panting, sculpture, architecture and their relationship with thought, philosophy,
rehgion and human progress.

Sri Aurobmndo's published works are very exhaustive. Any compilation
from his wntmgs 1s an attempt to edit and compress material into a cogent whole
that satisfies the compiler arming to illumine a particular top1c-mn the case of
this book a particular question. The questions asked here are fundamental,
relatmg to topics that bewilder us by their complexity and we seek clarity for the
purpose of understanding life and the need for a purposive living. We read a
compilation as a shortcut to understand a particular topic or a question.
Necessarily the compiler's personality dictates his work. We often go to the
reference to first confum the correctness of an excerpt, then, especially in this
book, to find what changes Sri Aurobindo has himself made to an excerpt and
finally to clarify doubts that arise from reading an excerpt. These questions, like
that of Good and Evil, bemg complex, do not have short simple straightforward
answers. Hence any answer does not fully satisfy and demands further effort. We
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then go to the reference cited.
Quite often I fmd myself as 1f in a sudden flash of light when I go to the

origmal, the reference. This hght 1llummes much more than the question asked.
Actually a question which occurs to a reader while gomg through the excerpt gets
answered, as f by mag1c.

As an example let me take up pages 40-41. The heading 1s "The Problem of
Good and Evil" and the question deals with the value of moral standards and
moral laws in the growth of man. The answer compiled ends with the statement
that only the supramental consciousness can harmonse the divergences of the
conflicting forces m my nature. This leaves me unsatisfied for 1t does not answer
my unasked quest10n as to what I should do now smce I cannot even see the
possibility of the supramental consciousness for myself even on the distant
horzon, even though 1t may be my amm Going to the references I fmnd these two
gems, extremely useful in tellmg me how I should live now, what attitude I
should practise. Let me quote from the Centenary Edition of Sn Aurobmdo's
works, Volume 15, page 138, where we find these two references:

" ... m the sphere of what by an irony of our ignorance we call especially practical
life,although, 1f the Divine be our true object of search and realisation, our
normal conduct mn them and our current idea of them is the very opposite of
practical,-we are less ready to recogmse the universal truth. We take a long
time to admut rt even partally in theory, we are seldom ready at all to follow 1t 1n
practice. And we fmnd this difficulty because there especially, in all our practical
life, we are content to be the slaves of an outward Necessity and think ourselves
always excused when we admit as the law of our thought, will and action the
yoke of immediate and temporary utilities."

And "All life is only a lavish and mamfold opportumty given us to discover,
realise, express the Divine."

What a wonderful thmg to discover and rediscover and live!
I have been looking for this book since heanng about it. I have browsed

through it and take at a time a question or two, read the answer, and then go to
the references to fmnd out what have been the changes made by Sri Aurobindo.
Then I slowly try to understand first intellectually the answer. Later the process
of assimilation and deeper understandmg starts. While readmg the reference,
whether from The Synthesis of Yoga or from Letters I go on reading passages
which mterest and attract my bemg. The process contmues.

I cannot thank Krshor Gandhi adequately for this compilation and the
publishers for at last bringing out this repnnt. The Mother India readers no
doubt have had some of these questions bothering them. I would suggest to them
to please get hold of this book, the pnce is quite affordable, indeed rather cheap
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relative to many fictions we find at book-stalls. They can then fmd out for
themselves what delights and gems of knowledge ths book contains within its
200 pages.

DINKAR D. PALANDE

The Splash and the Ripples (a Collection of Poems). Pp. 60. Price Rs. 20/-. And
The Costly Dowry and Other Short Stones. Pp. 191 Price Rs. 30/-. Both books
by George Moses, Pubhshed by Geobel Publishing House, Pondicherry-605 005.

Mr. George Moses (b. Feb. 6, 1915), Retred Supt. of Police Pond
cherry and Editor ofYouth Age, a now-defunct monthly, passed away
n hs sleep on Jan. 10, 1995. He was one of our regular contributors in

the early '70s.
-Edtor

It is easy to think of a policeman as anything else but a poet and novelist. But
here is one who has proved that a policeman can weld not just his pistol and
cane, but the pen as well.

These two books by Mr. George Moses under review are very thought
provoking mainly because of theu social themes. They are passionate outbursts
of a sensitive soul deeply perturbed by the unhealthy trends in the present
society. In both the books he has remarkably portrayed the facts of hfe.

The Splash and the Ripples is a collection of forty poems. It carnes a
scholarly foreword by Prof. P. Marudanayagam. The most dommant feature of
Mr. George Moses' poems is his genume concern for the neglected section of
society who form a majonty group. In 'Journahsts' he condemns outright the
evils pervadmg the world: the wars and the disputes and the soul-eatmg fashions.
He boldly decries the ruth-rusting wrongs wth stores, skits, poems and songs.
His deep concern for the poor and unheeded people is evident in the following
lines:

Come my beloved!
Let's plant our trees

to protect with shade, the sun-weathered folk.
Let's plant our kindness and love

for the oppressed, the depressed, the orphans,
the wearied and the weak.

('The Rural Call')

Mr. George Moses' poems are imbued with the element of senousness, though
subdued in tone. Some of these heavy pieces charged with emotion tell us a tale
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of sorrow and disillusionment, yet with hope and courage:

The Mother of Christ, even she,
you spared her not.

Mark Mary mute at the foot of the cross
and wipe your tears

For the noon-set sun,
For the noon-set son.

Oh, Life is tragic-a Divine Tragedy too!
('Sunset at Noon')

The poet calls upon mankind to run away from "the furious waves of
political wranglers,/of power-crazy wranglers" to the "peace-loving shores".
Strong indeed is his disdain of the strife-torn and corrupt world. 'Is God so
cheap' IS a virulent attack on hypocrisy and the corrupt clergy:

Some went in with flowers;
a few with garlands; ...

their bejewelled hands
counting their beads;
their slanderous lips murmuring
their memorised chants...
They came out
by the same door
they went in
to worship;
their hearts still dark;
theu hands still soiled;
their heads still heady;
their looks still covetous.

His pen IS "oft dipt mn the hearts of the wounded". The themes in these poems
are varied but the down-trodden and the poor have a permanent place in his
heart:

I searched and searched for the Baby Christ
And found him in a rain-soaked hut at last

('Found at Last')

Mr. George Moses is qmte conscious of the temporality of life. He knows
for certam that there is no escape from birth and death, and considers birthdays
as a renewal of birth. His three Birthday poems are strikingly optimistic.
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From thus d1stance
I see m the dark mght
the streak of light
drawing mgh and nigh
m a straight fhght
to overwhelm me in a
flood of hght.

('Born Anew')

There can be httle doubt about the high quahty of Mr George Moses'
poetry. Hus craftsmanship 1s evident in the skilful applcaton of sound to sense
and mn the use of alliteration.

deep mn the deep
dust of the past
dust unto dust
unto present dust
crusted by rust. ..

("Centenary Celebrations')

Considenng the themes of his poetry, the techmcal aspects and the
relevance of the subject-matter today, we would not be exaggerative by saymg
that Mr. George Moses is one of the readable contemporary poets rn India

A Costly Dowry and Other Short Stones covers a wide range of human
experience. What makes thus collection a treat to read rs the element of smmplcrty
and naturalness. Nothing 1s out of the ordinary and day-to-day hfe, be 1t events,
situations or characters. The men and women who appear in these stories are
those we come across m our routme hfe.

An undercurrent of sadness pervades most of these stories In 'A Costly
Dowry' we have Meena and Gopal, a newly marned couple. M1ttoo, the parrot,
is an inseparable part of the paraphernalia of Meena. Meena later dies, soon
after giving birth to a son. The bird that so often uttered Meena's name vanu,hes
one day. While M1ttoo of the costly dowry is traced, Gopal faces a tragic death in
the dock. Laden wth sentiments and intense with a portrayal of feeling the story
is very touchrng and remams green mn our memory

'The Professor's Model' 1s the story of a rickshaw-puller Rangan who by
some turn of fortune becomes a hotel-proprietor. The professor sees him as a
model of humihty.

Recreaton of typical Ind1an scenes 1s the hallmark of Mr. George Moses'
stories. 'Death of a Visitor' conjures up precisely thus feature. The visit of a
captain and his sudden disappearance after a dnnkmg-bout draws out all sorts of
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weird stones. The anxiety of the householder, the curiosity of the neighbours,
the mvestgation led by the servant Eth1raJu, are interestmg to observe. The final
revelat10n that the captam had given up bemg prompted by the call of duty sets
our curiosity at rest.

We really feel deep anguish over the staton-master's tragic death m 'The
Language of Angmsh'. The narrator is persuaded by an anxious station-master
agamst entermg a village reeling under an epidemic Takmg hghtly the gravity of
the s1tuat10n, the narrator goes, finishes his work mn the village and returns to the
station only to hear that the station-master has fallen a v1ct1m to the epidemic. It
goes to show that the language of human relationship i& a strange one understood
only by the persons involved

'The Portrait' Is the story of a young boy Doss eager to draw a portrait of hs
mother Clara But when he gets to know that he 1s a motherless boy, he becomes
eager to see his mother's photograph at least. Finally, his aunt, a look-alike twm
sister of his mother, provides hum the model for the portrait of hus dead mother.
The child's eagerness to see his mother 1s convmcmgly portrayed. Also, Clara,
the step-mother who lavishes her love on Doss, and her feelings when her step
motherhood is revealed to him, are admirably brought out.

'The Probationary Wife' reveals mantal compatib1hty and understandmg.
Manoharan and Manogary are a newly wed couple. Manoharan's sudden dislike
for fned chicken and his change of mood threatens to darken their JOY on the
occasion of Manogary's b1rthday. Manoharan's furtive glances at a young and
beautiful woman is msconstrued by his wfe. All her doubts are cleared when
Manoharan explains to her the photograph and the letter he receives on his
b1rthday. Aunt Malathy, whose photograph 1t was, was like a mother to him
after hus own mother's death. She had Inculcated mn him a dslike for chicken
curry. The young lady at the restaurant resembled his dear aunt which made him
stare at her.

The Costly Dowry and Other Short Stones establishes Mr. George Moses as
an mterestmg and at the same time a senous story-teller. The depth and mtens1ty
of the passion that these stories carry and his verbal gift suggest that he has all
the makmgs of a great writer. However, his short stones are not without short
commgs. Sometimes they run to an unreasonable length and contam unnecessary
explanatons that hamper readmg.

Each of his stories has a moral to convey. In that they are qmte edifymg.
The wnter's deep ms1ght Into the human psyche, combined with an easy and
natural style, make hrs autobiographucal stores mmpressrve

The two books are a real delight to read and deserve hugh rankmg because
of the1r contemporary relevance, subtle humour and down-to-earth portrayal of
characters and events.

C P. PRASITHA BALAKRISHNAN
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(Continued from the ssue of May 1995)

60. A HEAD FOR A SONG

KOOTTHAR had a dazed expression on his face, when hus eyes saw a group of men
from his community approach him. Saluting hum mn unuson the Sengunthars said:
"We would like you to immortalize our commumty by your songs."

Kootthar bit his lower lip to keep from laughmg out loud. Sensing the
mischief mn Kootthar's eyes, the Sengunthars said: "Our commumty can boast of
only one living poet. That's you ... We are proud of you for you are the Poet
Laureate in the court of King Kulothunga Chozhan. And so you are the right
person to do the job. And if you neglect the request of your own community,
who else wll..."

"It's not that I neglect your request," mterrupted Kootthar. "But I just
want to know what prompted you to come to me with such a request."

An old man stepped out from the group and said: "Poet Kamban wrote
Eirezhupathu and Slaezhupathu thereby immortalizing the Vellalars (Agricul
turists) and Vanniyars (Kshatnyas) respectively."

Another in the group sand: "Prince Elango immortalized the Vausyar
(merchant) community mn his epic Slapathikaram. Avvai has a poem on a
Yadhavar (milkman) named Aivel Asadhi... It's needless to tell you that poets
have immortalized almost all communities. But what about ours? ... Just think.
And 1f we don't get immortalized..."

"The future generation will never know that a Sengunthar community
existed at all," completed another in the group.

Kootthar silently enJoyed the plight of the Sengunthars plagued by notions
of inferiority.

"Save us from Oblivion's Maw," pleaded yet another.
"Hm, I see! You want to hve even after your death ... That's quest for

immortality," guffawed Kootthar.
"Our commumty must not go unremembered," the Sengunthars voiced in a

chorus.
"Well! Well! I'll do it ... but only if you will give me a gift."
"We'll give you anything you ask for."
"Are you sure?"
"Yes! Just name it. And it's yours."
"Well then! Get me seventy severed heads of the firstborns of our

commumty"
The Sengunthars stood so shocked that none of them breathed for a minute.
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Kootthar heckled and said: "If you can't keep your promise, don't expect
me to favour your request."

"Too much... This is too much... Ask for anything else and we'll give it,"
crmged a Sengunthar.

"I ask for nothing else," sad Kootthar.
"But what are the heads for?"
"That's none of your business. Can you keep your promise or not?"
The Sengunthars consulted one another. Some were for and a few were

against the butcher-like act. At last after heated discussions the opposition group
gave m.

"We'll keep our promise. By hook or by crook we want to be immortalized
by you," shouted all the Sengunthars.

"Then I assure you I will compose a long poem and thereby immortalize our
communty,"' sad Kootthar.

The Sengunthars did what they had said. They came carrying big baskets
contaming the bleeding heads of their firstborns. "Where shall we heap them?"
asked a man, hus head trembling under the weight of the basket.

"Not here! Take them and heap at the chief entrance of the king's palace, so
that everyone can see," said Kootthar.

The Sengunthars did as they were advised.
Stupefied at the sight of the bleedmg heads Kmg Kulothunga Chozhan

mnquured into the matter.
Kootthar briefed him of his commumty men's quest for immortality and the

heavy pnce he had asked them.
Watched by the kmg, Kootthar asked the Sengunthars to arrange the heads

in such order that he could use them as a throne to sit on.
Sitting on the throne of bleeding heads Kootthar composed seventy songs

and called his work Ettz Ezhupathu (Seventy Spears) all in praise of his own
commumty. The word 'Sengunthar' means spear-bearers, whose spearheads are
red with the blood of their enemies.

Elated, the Sengunthars lifted Kootthar above their shoulders, danced in
glee and shouted with joy: "Our community will be remembered as long as the
Tamils live."

As Kmg Kulothunga Chozhan wondered at what cost these people had
immortalized themselves, Kootthar meditated upon Goddess Saraswathi and
invoked her help.

As soon as the mvocation song was sung, every head moved in search of its
respective body and joined with it. All the dead firstborns came back to life.

King Kulothunga Chozhan applauded the divme power of Kootthar. He
then proclaimed, 'Smce Kootthar has performed a miracle by joining the heads
to their bodies, hereafter he wll be known as "OTTAKOOTTHAR'' (Otta = join).

As the Sengunthars went on rejoicmg, the king asked Ottakootthar "But
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why did you choose my palace to heap the bleeding heads?"
"To tell you and the world that the Sengunthars are the boldest people on

earth, who will go to any extent to get things done."
King Kulothunga Chozhan nodded his head and said. "Truly they are

SIRASINGASANAPATHIGAL," (S1ram = head + Smngasanam = throne + Path1gal =
leaders).

That's how Poet Kootthar came to be known as Ottakootthar and the
Sengunthars as S1rasmngasanapath1gal.

61. THE QUEEN'S RUSE

Ottakootthar was at the backyard of his house washing his hands. He had just
flmshed his supper.

An owl on the tree-top hooted thrice and fluttered away. The hootings were
immediately followed by the bloodcurdhng howls of a stray dog. The poet's face
turned grave. "Tcho. tcho," he chcked his tongue and murmured, "Bad omen.
It forebodes death."

A call from the king's messenger pulled him back into the house. "Matter's
urgent. You are summoned to the old king's chamber immediately. A palanqum
is waiting for you at your main door," said the messenger.

Once inside the palace Ottakootthar dashed towards the old kmng's cham
ber. He saw king Kulothunga Chozhan standing at the entrance. At close
quarters he saw the king's eyes sparklmg with tears He looked at the king
consohngly.

"My father is sinking. He has expressed his desue to see you before he
breathes hus last," said the kmng and ushered hum mn.

"Father! My guru, Ottakootthar is here," said the king softly
The old kmg Vikrama Chozhan opened his eyes and saw the poet who stood

at a respectable distance from his bed. He motioned him with a nod of his head
to come nearer.

"I'm leaving," said Vikrama Chozhan "And so I leave my son Kulo
thungan with you. Continue to gmde him in the proper way. Promise me that
you'll arrange the marriage of my son with Varaguna Pandian's daughter.
Taught by Poet Pugazhendi she is a gemus. She will best suut my son."'

"I do promse," said Ottakootthar
Vikrama Chozhan smiled and with a sense of contentment breathed his last.
A few months later, Ottakootthar went to Madurai, entered the court of

king Varaguna Pandan and took everyone by surprse.
Ottakootthar paid glonous trbutes to the king and at the rght moment

rehearsed to him the last wish of the dead king.
King Pandan thought awhile and then asked. "Is your king superior to us in

any way???
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"In every way, your Majesty!... Take for example the perenmal nver Kaven
that flows in the Chozha kmgdom. When compared to that river, your river
Vaugau 1s small fry. Our kmng Kulothungan 1s a descendant of the Sun, whereas
you are of the Moon. It is needless to tell you who is superior. Your flag bears
the msigma of a fish, whereas our emblem is a tiger. And so m every way king
Kulothunga Chozhan is superior to you," sad Ottakootthar.

Pugazhend, the Poet Laureate ot the Pandan kingdom, sprang to his feet
and retorted: "Sage Agastya taught Tamil language on Podhiyal Hills m our
kingdom and not on Neri Hills of your kmgdom. Fish is one among the many
incarnations of God Thirumal, the Preserver. And it 1s needless to tell you that
no God took the shape of a tiger. It 1s the Moon that sits on the matted ha1r of
God Siva, the Destroyer. Sun has no place there. Is there any iota of doubt that
kmg Kulothunga Chozhan is in every way mnferor to our kang Pand1an."

Ottakootthar felt ashamed. Perhaps he had met his match. Jealousy gamed
the upper hand. He looked daggers at Pugazhend, who disarmed him with a
victorous smule.

Gntting hus teeth, Ottakootthar raved to humself: "III wart for the rght
moment."

\\'hile king Pandian applauded the poet Pugazhend1, a semor courtier stood
up and said: "Ottakootthar has come all the way here seekmg a brde for his
king. Thus 1s neither the approprate time nor place to argue over who 1s
super1or. And so, your Majesty! I would hke you to grve hmm a reply.'

Kmng Pand1an consulted hus ministers and courters.
"Kulothunga Chozhan is well-versed m admmistration."
He is highly educated, educated under Ottakootthar."
"His granaries and treasuries are always found overflowmg."
"He is as handsome as Manmathan, God of Love "
"The countless battles he has won speak of his valour."
Kmng Pandan who was so far listening to his well-wishers said: "And so .. he

is the suitable boy for my daughter." He then wrote a letter mvitmg king
Chozhan to come to Madurai and marry his daughter and despatched the same
through poet Ottakootthar.

On an auspicious day, amidst beating of drums and blowmg of pipes and
timbrels, the Princess of the Pandia kmgdom became the Queen of the Chozha
empire. After the feasting and JOY that went on for weeks together m the court,
kmg Varaguna Pandian gave the best m everythmg to his daughter. In the long
hst of dowry items to go with her, he mcluded the name of poet Pugazhend1.

Ottakootthar giggled at the sight of Pugazhend mn the palace. "Ha... ha...
At last... ha ... ha .. the long awaited opportumty has come," he guffawed and
had Pugazhend1 clapped mto prison. He convmced the king by saymg that he had
done so only to avenge the msult.

Inside the pnson Pugazhend1 was given only a measure of nee and a handful
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of salt. "To Ive in Isolation like thus," Pugazhendi cred out, striking his
forehead against the window, "What torment?"

But the next moment he changed his mind and said, "Oh, what a pleasant
sight!"

He saw through the window a bevy of young women, each carrying a pitcher
of water on her hip and balancing two on her head. He burst IOto a song. The
melody attracted the attention of the women and they gathered near the prison
window and happily listened to the singer. And they pad hum royally with
vegetables and grocery items. Pugazhendi cooked sumptuous food and made
himself happy.

Within a short penod he sang many ballads hke Alliarasani Maalaz,
Pavalakkod Maalai, Purandaran Kalavu Maala, etc. in a style that is simple and
effective. As a greater number of his fans gathered to listen to him he was able to
provide good food to the other pnsoners and the jailor too and he thereby made
everyone happy.

As Pugazhendi's fame began to spread throughout the Chozha kingdom,
news reached the queen that Pugazhendi was behmnd bars. A tremor went
through her body and tears pricked her eyes.

She probed into the matter. When the truth was revealed to her she said: "I
thought so... I've heard of the two poets quarrelling in my father's court."

In the privacy of the bedchamber the queen told her husband: "It's
unworthy of you to impnson a royal guest. .. If you don't like to keep him IO your
court, then send him back to my father."

"I've nothing against Pugazhendi. In fact I heard hum sing the other day and
he is fit to adorn my court. But Ottakootthar has some personal grievance
agaIOst him. And I am helpless," said the king.

"You are the kIOg. You have every nght to command Ottakootthar to
release Pugazhendi."

"No! I can't. He 1s my guru. It embarrasses me to go against hus wish.'
"I am your queen. You have to please me."
"But I can't displease my guru."
The queen snarled. "Then go out of my chamber," she yelled and pushing

her husband out she said: "Go and sleep wth your guru."
The poor king had to spend the night IO the loneliness of his chamber.
On the mornIOg of the next day, he as usual went to his court. And when he

returned he was surprised to see the door of the queen's chamber still shut. He
was told that the queen had refused to open the door to anyone.

The king at first banged at the door. He then cajoled his wife and then
begged. But none of his efforts bore fruit. He sought the help of his guru

Ottakootthar sang a song in prause of the queen's beauty and thereby
requested her to open the door.

The queen became so angry with the poet that she double-bolted the door.
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The kmg, fmding no way out of this problem, sought the help of the
Imprisoned poet.

Pugazhendi sang a song advising her to calm down and never to be so rude
to her husband.

The queen opened the door and welcomed the king and poet Pugazhendi.
From that day Pugazhendi found a respectable place m the court of kmg

Kulothunga Chozhan. But Ottakootthar continued to dislike him.

62. I HAVE COME TO FINISH YOU OFF... BUT

Poets Ottakootthar and Pugazhendi truly adorned the court of kmg Kulothunga
Chozhan. The peace that prevails between the hammer and the anvil prevailed
between them too.

One day when Pugazhendi was readmg out verses from his minor epic
Nalavenba entertaining the king and the courtiers, Ottakootthar stopped him
and said: "Please read out that beautiful image once again."

Ottakootthar was always on the lookout for mistakes in others' poetry and
even if he failed to find one, he would cook up something. Pugazhendi was not
unaware of that.

"I've compared the Jasmine flowers to the white conches and the singmg
honeybees to the conch-blowers," said Pugazhend1.

"Wah! What a beautiful image! But there is a flaw."
"Is 1t in the mmage itself or in the use of it??
"Had I found fault with the Image, I would not have called it beautiful. I

only question the use of 1t.'
Pugazhendi looked at his cadjan leaf and read the lines again and agam, at

first to himself and then aloud. But no one including the king was able -to fmd
fault with the use of the image. They looked at one another betraying their
ignorance.

"Hm! There lies the genius of Ottakootthar," said Ottakootthar puffing up.
He then added, "What others' ears are incapable of ... "

"Don't boast," interrupted Pugazhendi, "go ahead with what you call
flaw."

"Have you ever observed the conch-blowers? ... They blow from the back of
the instrument and never from its front. But your conch-blowers seem to be of a
strange species."

Pugazhendi staggered for a second but managed the situation by saying:
"The bees, drunk with honey from the jasmine flowers, can't make out which 1s
the front and which is the back.''

The whole court roared with laughter. Everyone applauded Pugazhendi's
presence of mind. Highly embarrassed by such a witty remark, Ottakootthar
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looked daggers at Pugazhend.
Back home Pugazhend1 sat on the pyal of his house. Even though he

emerged victorious in the court, the dagger-like eyes of the rival poet gave him
the Jitters. "I saw him frettmg and fummg," he murmured, "He will avenge my
msult. He will put me to shame at an unexpected moment, as he has done on
many occasions "After more serious thought, he said: "I have had enough of his
insults. I can't stomach any more. The best way 1s to get nd of him once and for
all "

Determmed he stood up, found a heavy stone twice as big as a human head,
and carrymg 1t he moved clandestmely mto Ottakootthar's house and hid himself
under a cot.

It was supper time when Ottakootthar came back home. He sat on the rot
and yawned

"Your supper is ready Eat before you go to bed." It was Kannamma,
Ottakootthar's wife.

"No! I can't eat anythmg today, for I have listened to poet Pugazhend
readmg his Nalavenba. It was a real feast for my mmd. My stomach too is full,"
said Ottakootthar with a sense of satisfaction.

Pugazhend h1ding under the cot was unable to believe hus ears
"Drink milk, at least. Ill mx 1t with sugarcandy," cajoled Kannamma.
"Only 1f you can mx 1t with the sweetness of Pugazhendr's verse," said he

and stretched himself on the cot
Unable to hold himself, Pugazhend came out of hus hdmng place. To the

great shock of hs arch rival, he hugged him and said: "Oh! What a foohsh fellow
I am I I came to fmish you off but you have killed the murderer in me I never
knew that you had so much hkmg for my verse."

Pugazhend and Ottakootthar looked mto each other's eyes. There were
tears of JOY m them. They were to remam good fnends till death separated them.

(More legends on the way)
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF SRI AUROBINDO'S BIRTH

Speech by Sunayana Shukla

WE celebrate the 15th August every year as a golden date on our calendar
because 1t is the day not only of Sn Aurobmdo's birth but also of the brth of
independent India. In fact. the two are urevocably linked. But Sri Aurobindo
has an importance that surpasses the boundaries of our country. His teachings
and his work are for the whole of mankind.

In the history of the world, some exceptional beings have taken birth to
radically change the course of events of a particular country or of humamty as a
whole. Sri Aurobmndo 1s pre-eminently one of them. Hrs thoughts and acts
contmue to hve and spread out m time and space hke a pebble which falls mto a
quiet pool and silently sends out npples over the entire expanse of the water.

Sri Aurobmdo's hfe was not on the surface for us to understand. His work
was on an invisible plane and mn that invisible plane he can be likened to a great
explorer who discovered a new contment. Not only that but he showed to others,
mn minute particulars, how to get there, charting out a detailed map of the new
continent.

To come back to what I said a httle while ago, Sn Aurobindo and the
mdependence of India are urevocably lmked. Sn Aurobindo started his work for
his country as a polutcal revolutionary, but after a while he changed his path to
become a spmtual revolutionary. Why did he change his course of action? Only
an exceptional being hke hum could understand that the enduring solution of the
age-long human problems 1s neither the pol1t1cal nor the economic, nor even the
social reform but the spiritual change. India needed to be politically and
economically free, but of what use would have been this freedom 1f her great
mass of people were spiritually asleep? Moreover, with his yogic power Sn
Aurobindo could act with greater force from a spmtual plane to liberate the
country than he could have done by merely remamnmng mn the political arena and
acting on the phys1cal plane.

But what have we done with this mdependence for which so many Indians
sacrificed so much? Where does Inda stand today as a naton? Are we movmng in
the right direction? We all agree that there are many problems, but what are we
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domg to solve them? These are some of the important questions which come to
mind on this special day. But to fmd a proper answer to them we have to
consider them m their larger world-wide context because in one form or another
these same problems afflict the whole of humamty.

Even today a vast majorty of people m the world believe that all our woes
would end if we could create a perfect society. But how can we do that by merely
trying to deal with the symptoms and not striking at the root of the malady? Why
can't we fmd out what is at the root of these difficulties? What causes, for
example, crime and war? What causes the inequality m the human mind that
tolerates poverty and degradation of one's fellow human beings? What causes
the deep psychological dissatisfaction which brmngs about sometimes serous
phys1cal illnesses?

When we think of a society we thmk in terms of groups: the socio-economic
groups, the religious groups, the ethnic groups, etc We forget to take into
account the individual. After all, the mdividual is the indispensable element of
society. In order to change a society we have to change its basic element, and
that 1s the mndivdual.

There has to be a change m the consc10usness of the individual because it is
these millions of incoherent mndrvidual consciousnesses that come together and
form the dssatsfred societies of the world. So, unless these mndrvdual conscious
nesses are changed, no lastmng change of society 1s poss1ble.

It is easy to speak of change of consciousness, but what 1s the first step in
that direction? First of all, we have to be aware of the whole range of our
consciousness before we can bring about a complete change. This is necessary
because normally we are aware only of a small, superficial layer of our
consciousness, but behind, below and above it are vast ranges of our being of
which we are not aware There is a Chinese proverb which says, "The Journey of
a thousand miles begins with the first step." Living consciously with full
awareness of our whole bemg then 1s the first step in the Journey of the thousand
miles leading to the Spirit

While thinking about this subject of how we live only on the surface of our
being, a beautiful image often comes to my mmd. I think about those dehcate
flowers that hve only for a day. How intensely must these flowers hve that one
day! Or those animals whose life-span is a mere fourteen years at the most. Each
passmg year takes away such a large portion of their lives. The keenness with
whuch animals lve every moment shows how deeply they experience the present
without awareness of the past or the future. This lme of thought eventually
brings me to that unforgettable phrase in Savtri:

"If for a year, that year 1s all my life."1

' Sri Aurobmndo, Savun (Cent Ed , Vol 29), p 435
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How intensely Savitn hves those twelve months that she shares with
Satyavan before Death comes to stake hs claim on his life. Every moment
suddenly becomes a precious moment.

Why can't we live like that? Why must we wait for calamity to make us
aware of the value of our lives? So many factors put together have dramatically
increased man's hfe-span, yet we take life absolutely for granted. We drift from
one day to another on the surface of our being, secure in the knowledge that
there will be many more such days. We go through a series of activities each day
m a state of semi-consciousness, dnven by the force of habit. The years of our
lives roll by while we hve like the proverbial cog in the wheel, or like a tiny piece
in the great puzzle of the world. Even our thoughts move m the pre-ordained
orbit of mass thinking. And a large part of our emotions are conditioned by our
environment and upbringing. Occasionally, however, in rare moments of joy or
in dark moments of sorrow we touch the depth of our own being. It is as if we
had a large palace at our disposal but we chose to hve in one of the smallest
rooms, never bothering to enter the magnificent halls of the palace.

Then somethmg happens which brings about the turning-point of a person's
life, something which acts as the point of friction which dislodges him from his
state of inertia. It could be anything-a chance meeting, somethmg he hears, or
a glimpse of somethmg exceedingly beautiful, a book that comes his way or, as it
often happens, a personal catastrophe such as the loss of a loved one or failure in
one's work. At this point he questions everythmg, his thoughts, his emotions,
and even his very existence. From this self-questioning is born the conscious
individual.

After thus pomnt, if the human will is firm, then with the help of the Drvmne
Grace, man can take up the path of yogic inner development. Having first
established his mndrv1duality in the surface consciousness he must go beyond that
into the deeper and higher ranges of consciousness. We have all read the oft
quoted aphonsm: "Ego was the helper, Ego is the bar."1 We dream of the day
when many such awakened beings, free from their egos, will congregate and
form enlightened commumties.

Outwardly everything may remain the same but mwardly everything will be
altered. When a person opens his gaze to the deeper and hgher ranges of his
consc10usness, then he lives more intensely. He controls and guides every inner
movement, every thought that enters within hus mind, and even his physical
movements and gestures are made meaningfully. Any work he takes up is done
perfectly and with full attention. He is vigilant like a warrior, alert and fully
awake, watching over his own movements, not only in his wakmg hours but even
when his body sleeps.

In the past people believed that if a man wanted to follow an inner hfe he

' Sn Aurobmdo, Thoughts and Glimpses (Cent Ed, Vol 16), p 377
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had to renounce the world and follow his d1sc1phne m solitude. But Sri
Aurobmdo, who was a revolutionary, has shown that the time has come to give
up that mentality. The work of awakenmg the consciousness and then deepen
mg, heightening and en!argmg it can be done very well mn the midst of the
activities of daily life. Rather one can test one's mner strength by pitting oneself
agamst the difficulties of everyday life, Just hke a wrestler who must fight with
his opponent to test and increase his own strength.

The message of Sn Aurobindo 1s that hfe has to be drvmnised by a personal
effort aided by the Divine Grace. The Kmgdom of Heaven 1s not elsewhere. It is
wIthmn us here and now.

How far has modern India hved up to the dreams of Sri Aurobmndo? Is the
new force which he brought down upon earth and m the life of the world workmg
mn the atmosphere of thus country? I think that in sprte of certain difficult
situations which India must face there are clear md1cations that somethmg is
happening. There are many upheavals but slowly and surely India 1s hftmg her
head proudly before the other nations of the world. In every field there 1s a will
to go forward, be it in science and technology or mart and literature. Even mn the
economic field she 1s now in an important position. There is a growmgmovement
of bnngmg perfection into the material world that surrounds us. Somethmg else
which looks encouraging 1s the effort not only of ident1fymg our real problems
but of trymg to solve them at their root. The biggest mracle 1s that we contmue
to be a umted country m spite of all the differences that exist between the various
regions. It 1s clear that 1t is the spmutual bond that holds us together and gives to
our country a distinct character And mn the midst of all this national develop
ment, the mndrvdual 1s changing. Even the average Indian 1s undeniably eager to
wIden hs honzon, shedding hus fatalist1c attitude of the past and asserting his
indrv1dual will. And hdden from the glare of public attention are mdrviduals of
great accomplishment, wisdom and selfless deducaton to the betterment of
India.

We should then celebrate with all our hearts this auspicious date of Sri
Aurobmdo's b1rth. having full faith in the wonderful future of the country and of
the world. The Mother has assured us that India will one day be the Guru of the
world. This will surely come true and we should consc10usly work towards this
goal.




